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The Week In Review

President In Search Of Two
Justices After Resignations
BY C. W. ORR
without expelling Nationalist forces had expired June 30
United Press International China.
while the bill SVHS debated The
President Nixon was looking Thant told the world body his
Senate tacked on a aresolutica
for two Supreme Court justices successor should have more
calling for troop withdrawals
this week.
power. He has said he will quit from Indochina subject to the
Justice John M. Harlan, 72, as secretary general at the end
release of U.S. prisoners of
announced his retiremend of the year.
war.
Thursday after 16 years an the U.S. planes flew 200 sorties to
Capt. Ernest L. Medina,
bench. Harlan has suffered attack targets north of Demilicharged in connection with the
cancer of the lower spine and tarized Zone in Vietnam. The My Lai massacre
in Vietnam,
has been hospitalized for more U.S. command said the North was
acquitted.
than a month.
Vietnamese had increased the
Six days earlier, Justice Hugo number of antiaircraft guns.
Black also announced his The South Vietnamese senate
resignation for health reasons. passed a resolution saying
Black, 85, had served 34 y
President Nguyen Van Thieu.s
and 28 days on the Supreme one-man presidential race was
Court.
a "ttreat to the nation." Thieu
THE HIGH-STEPPING MURRAY HIGH Black & Gold marching band, under
Holland Stadium last night. The drum majors for this year's band are Beth Wilson
Nixon already was consider- reacted by challenging the
the direction of Mr. Bill Watson, put on another fine pregame and halftime show
and Sara Sams.
ing seven men for Black's parliament to reorganize the
before an enthusiastic crowd at the Murray-High-Fulton City football game at Ty
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
position when Harlan retired. Oct. 3 elections, newspapers in
After Harlan's announcethent, South Vietnam said.
Uhe White House said the list President Nixon said the
By ISABELLE HALL
might be expanded. Speculation economic controls of "phase II"
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Hugo
a woman might be cornider of his new economic policy to
for one of the Supreme
begin when the wage-price L. Black, forced by poor health
vacancies arose when the Whi freeze ends would last indefi- to retire eight days ago from The Murray Park and
House said Nixon was trying to nitely. He apparently ruled out the Supreme Court that con- Recreation Department will
stantly reflected his liberal sponsor dance classes this fall
find "highly qualified persons." controls on business profits.
The United Nations Genera
The Commerce Department philosophy during more than a and winter according to an anAssembly opened in New York. reported an increase in consu- third of a century of service, nouncement made today by
parks director Barry Polston.
ed early today. He was 85.
AtianAtMalik, the Incbnesian mer prices in August, three
Death came at Bethesda Tap dancing and ballet will be
foreir minister, was elected tenths of one per cent. But it
president. This assembly ha said the index included figures Naval Hospital in suburban taught in the course with ballet
the job of picking a successo collected both before and after Maryland, where Black had being stressed. Lisa Horn will be
to Secretary General Thant and Nixon's price freeze announce- been treated since Aug. 2 for the instructor for the course.
inflamed arteries and where het She has taught dancing also will facer the annua ment on -Aug. '15.
caiesnon of Communist Chin
The Senate finally approved suffered a severe stroke last college, at Selma, Alabama, and
Sunday.
also in Europe connected with the
membership. The United States the draft bill and sent it to
now wants to allow Coninumst White House. The authority to The hospital, in a one- officers club.
China to become a member but induct men into the armed sentence announcement, attri- Registration will be held
The annual session of the
buted his death to those two Monday,September 27, from 3:30
Southwestern Region Baptist
ailments and said the former pm. to 4:30 p.m. at Carter
Wornan's Missionary Union will
By DAVID HILL
justice "died peacefully at 1 Elementary School. The classes
on his 80-yard jaunt and outbe held Tuesday, September 28,
The Murray High Tigers maneuvered several would-be
a.m. this morning." Further will meet once each week arid will
at First Baptist Church in
romped over the visiting Fulton Fulton tacklers on his way to
details were not immediately accept children between the ages
Fulton. The services will begin
City Bulldogs 45-12, last night in paydirt. The extra point attempt
of 5 and 12. A fee of 85 per month
available.
with the organ prelude at 9:55
Holland Stadium.
befor each student.
ese
During his 34 years on the will
failed and the Tigers led 13-2 with
, am.
-eistheet tribumek emeehe
Going strong, in their best 58 seconds remaining in the
Illteetweed
on
the
woos=
teal
contact
formation
should
probably did more than any
be Miss Ethel Harmon, Southern perierreensw e&-4ihie--yeer, the quarter.
E. Dale Riggins, Agency Managers Association and the other justice to influence the Horn at 753-9684 after 1 p.m or
Tigers racked up 506 yards
The next Murray score was
Baptist missionary who is
Manager for Equitable of Iowa, East Memphis Kiwanis Club, court in cases that led to broad Barry Polston at 753-7640.
rushing to the Bulldogs 225.
nearly
a duplicate of the last as
reeking
after
serving more than
Memphis Agency, was awarded and is a Committee Member of social change.
Leading the way for the Tigers McCuiston raced 75 yards around
30 years on the mission fields in
the coveted Chartered Life Troop 364 of the Boy Scouts of
was senior speedster Porter his left end for the third Murray
(Continued on Page Eight)
Nigeria.
Underwrite
designation at America.
McCuiston who scored three score. With 7:01 remaining in the
Other
program
personalities
National Conferment Exercises The C.L.U. program was
touchdowns - - one for 80 yards,
include Mrs. William Ellis,
Action Photos on Page 8
of the American College of Life established
meet the
to
one for 75 yards and one for 11
president
of
Kentucky
WMU;
Underwriters in Chicago, Ill., on professional education of the men
half, Clopton booted the PAT
yards.
Miss
Katharine
Jasper, The first
Friday, September 24.
and women who provide life and
Tiger score came with between the uprights only to have
executive secretary of Kertucky
Biggins is the son of Mr. and health insurance service for the
8:28 left in the first period. Monty It called back. It made little
Miss Pain Allcock was treated
WMU, Miss Wanda Carpenter,
Mrs. Bailey Biggins of 302 S. 16th public. The courses cover such
Cathey went around left end from difference, though, as he again
at the emergency room of the
director of Baptist Young Women
St., and is married to the former areas as: fundamentals of life
put it through from five yards
the 9 yard line for the TD.
Murray-Calloway County
in
Kentucky; and Mrs. C. A.
Anna Lee Crass, daughter of Mrs. and health insurance; group The Adult Great Books Hospital on Friday after she was Johnny Bohannon, principal of
The score capped off a 51 yard further back. The Tigers now
Dewey Crass of Route 5.
insurance, health insurance and Discussion Group will meet at the injured when hit by a car at Kirksey Elementary School, will Parker du-ector of Baptist Young drive from midfield, where the lead 20-2.
The American Collefe of Lift pensions; law, trusts and Calloway County Public Library North 14th Street and Hughes be the speaker at the first regular Women in Kentucky;-and Mrs. C. Bengals had taken the first
The next Tiger touchdown
Underwriters grants the C.L.U. taxation; economics and finance; Monday, September 27, at 7:00 Avenue at 12:55 p.m., according meeting of the Kirksey Parent- A. Parker who will be directing Bulldog punt of the game.
came as a result of an indesignation to persons engaged in and business insurance and p.m. The book to be discussed is to the report filed by the in- Teacher Association to be held the call to prayer for the meeting. The extra point attempt by terception by Adam Laming. The
Mrs. Thomas E. Wilkins,
Nietzsche's "Twilight of the vestigating
actiarities relating to the insuring estate planning.
Chris Clopton was good to give Murray team took over on the
officers of the Tuesday, September 28, at 1:45 director of Southwestern
region the home team a 7-0
p.m. in the school lunchroom.
of human life values and who
The typical candidate for the Idols" with Mrs. Solon Bucy as Murray Police Department.
advantage. Fulton 48 and marched downfield
and Mrs. James Green, WMU
pass a series of professional C.L.U. designation enrolls in a leader.
Fulton City managed to pick up for the score. David Hughes
twenty, Bohannon was named as director
age
girl,
The
of the host church, one first
examinations and
meet the special study class at a college or One more book will be suffered an abrasion of the principal of the school for this
down in their next at- collected his first score of the
stringent experience and ethical university and spends four to discussed from set three. The forehead, according to hospital year. He was graduated from cordially invite all Baptist tempt to move the ball, but had to night as he went over from the six
requirements of the college. This five years in the program. group will then be ready to begin officials. She was treated and South Marshall High School and women of the region to attend. give it up on a fourth and eleven yard line. Again Clopton's kick
year more than 1,800 men and Persons who attain the Chartered set four of the Great Books. Two released.
received his B.S. and M.A . Each cue attending is asked to situation. The Tigers couldn't was called back and this time he
women will be awarded the Life Underwriter designation are of the new sets have been pur- Police said Miss Allcock was degrees from Murray State bring a sack lunch. Drinks will be move it either and were forced to failed to make it on the second
designation, bringing to 25,387 the privileged to use the term or its chased by the library and may be running along side of a 1970 Ford University. Prior to his present furnished by the host church.
punt from their own 24. The try. With 2:31 left in the half,
There will be a luncheon for
number of people who have abbreviation ( C.L.U.) after their checked out by any one interested driven by Byron L. Evers of position, he taught at South
Murray kick was blocked by Murray led 26-2.
received it since the College was names and to wear the C.L.U. in joining the group temperarily. Metropolis, ill., going south on Marshall High School. Bohan- the program personalities, Fulton, however and the ball
Murray started their second
officers
and rolled into the
founded in 1927.
key. They are also eligible to The participants as a rule pur- North 14th Street. The girl fell non, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest regional
endzone for a half drive from their own twenty
associational directors at the
Riggins joined the Equitable of become members of the chase their own set of books.
safety. With 3:37 left in the after taking the opening Fulton
under the right rear wheel of the Bohannon of Brewers, is married
Iowa in 1969 in his present American Society of Chartered The group has been meeting car and the same wheel ran to the former Toni Burchett, noon how.
period, Fulton was on the kickoff. With Monty Cathey,
position following graduation life Underwriters, a professional now for 5 years. Anyone may join completely over the girl, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Nursery facilities will be scoreboard, trailing 7-2.
Porter McCuiston, Mike Ryan,
from Murray State University. body whose principal objective is the group or attend as a guest at police said. The police said the Burchett of near Kirksey, and available
The Tigers kicked off from and David Hughes sharing ball
He earned an M. S. degree from to maintain high standards of any time. The meeting is held the driver did not know at the time- they have one son, Todd.
their own twenty following the carrying chores, the Tiger
the University of Ilinois con- insurance service to the public. fourth Monday of every rnonth. the girl was beside
Mrs. Rudy Lovett. president of
safety but the strong Murray machine rolled down the field to
FREE PUPPIES
the car
current with seven years of high
the PTA, urges all parents and
defensive line again held and paydirt. McCuiston carried It
school teaching and coaching
interested persons to attend the -11ree male puppies, twelve Murray High regained possession over from the 11, with 9:07 left in
experience, and fourteen years of
Tuesday meeting. Hostesses for weeks old,are free to person's for on their own twenty.
the third stanza. Clopton's kick
life insurance sales and
the social hour will be members pets. For further information
On the Bengalis. first play from was good; Murray 33, Fulton 2.
of the Executive Board of the call 753-8242.
management experience.
scrimmage, McCuiston started
(Continued on Page Eight)
He is an active member of the
Memphis Life Underwriters
STOP
Association and the Second
Presbyterian Church. He serves
on the Board of Directors of both
the Memphis General Agents and

Dance Classes To
Be Offered, Park

Regional WNW Meet
Planned At Fulton

flYSLER

lytiunith
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Tigers Gain 506 Yards
In Best Showing So Far

Johnny Bohannon To
Speak, Kirksey PTA

Antique Dolls Are
On Display Now At
Public Library

The Weather

n.

Increasing
Kentucky:
loudiness with showers mainly
nest and north portions toda)
Ind over state tonight, including
thunscattered
widely
dershowers Slightly warmer.
Highs today mid-70s to low 80s.
Lows tonight mostly in the 50s.
Highs sunday in the 80s.

i
EXTENDEff OUTLOOK
Kentucky: The extend
outlook, Monday through W
nesday shows a chance of
thunderitoWiri arid war
Monday becoming partly cloudy THAT'S A BIGGOG SQUASH—Mr. Fred Pierce of Rode One, Khtsey, brassie Ms Mtge banana
and a little cooler Tuesday a
squash by the Ledger & Times office this week. Mr. Pierce said the squash weighs 0 pounds. The
Wednesday. Lows 50s and highs squash. which is bigger than most pumpkins, measures 45 inches In
diameter around the middle and
60s, highs 7Cw and low
it Inches around longways
Wednesday.
and
Tuesday
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

Sorne antique dolls from the
collection of Mrs Burman
Parker are on display at the
Calloway County Public Library.
China, celluloid and corn•
dolls are included in the
collection Two of the dolls
belonged to Mrs Ella Hamlin
who, until her death this summer,
was one of the oldest residents of
Calloway County
Persons are invited to come to
this interesting display at the
library.
Mrs. Parker, who lives at 809
t'opler, has collected the dolls as
C hobby.

position

see

KITTENS FREE
Four kittens, 21.4 months old,
Persian, are free to persons
for pets. For information call
753-5883.

pert

REPUBLICAN WObitEN VISTT HERE-Wives of Repabbeas candidates for date offices
vilified
Murray this week. Shown at the GOP headquarters ou Main Street here are, left to right,
Mrs. Ken
Harper, wife of the candidate for Sorretary of State; Mrs. Fran Reagan, representative
for Jewel
Hamilton, candidate for Superintendent of Public Instruction; Mrs. Ed Schroering,
wife of the
candidate for Attorney General; Mrs. Tom Embertoa, wife of the candidate for
Governor; and Mrs
Jim Host, wife of the candidate for I,t. Governor,

or
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Ten Years Ago Today
LF.DGEIL & TIKES FILE

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Except that it conies in
Thomas DeQuincey, probably
October or November, Indian
had a more accurate deSummer has no definite time
scription for this haunting
of arrival. By the same token.
season when he called it "that
It has no fixed tune of dulast brief resurrection of
ration. It may last a couple of
summer in its most brilliant
days. a week. or “ko
memorial-- resurrection that
and in sonic years it mL/Rnot
haT no
in the past, nor
come at all.
upon
steady
the future,
ho
But it is easy to tell
mbent and fitful
Indian Summer does come. Ii like the
is a time of blue haze and gleams of an expiring lamp."
Indian Summer has many
glistening gossamer and imparts
a sense of drifting and reprieve. names in many parts of the
world. It has been called "The
As a naturalist once wrote, the
Second Summer," the "Fifth
very nearness of winter ac
centuates its charm and in the Season." and "Squaw Winter."
In England, it is called "St.
space of a few short days
Martin's Summer," after the
Mother Nature tries tt.
French bishop of 316 A. D.
combine all the glories of
who was renowned for his
spring. the Joys of summer, and
piety and learning and whose
the charms of fall in one small
day is celebrated on November
package.
IS.
Indian Summer in America
got its name from early settlers
who assumed that both the
hazy atmosphere and unseason—
able warmth was due to the
•
redman's autumnal cdstorn of
burning off the prairies.
Meaning many things to
many races and peoples. Indian
Summer is as old as mythology. The ancient Greeks
accounted for this delightful
The English essayist, calm before the cold and
turbulence of winter as a
special gift from the gods to
the kingfisher, or halcyon. It
-wjs believed that the kingfisher
September 22, 1971
built a floating nest on the sea
and that the gods permitted
ADULTS 97
this time of sunshine and calm
so that the bird could hatch
NURSERY 0
and rear its brood in safety.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The Greeks called it "Halcyon
Days."
DISMISSALS
Although apparently a lazy,
hazy season of indolence. it is
GENEVA (UPI): The
Plas limo Tidwell, 505 Elm marked by hasty activity on World Health Organization
St., Murray, Delbert Fay the part of many wild said today advaneed coun114....morne, Rt. 1, Farmington. creatures. Sensing its
tries can now abolish rouswift an
tine smallpox vaccination
Mrs. Julia Elizabeth West, Rt. 3, transitory
nature, chipmunks without any danger.
Kevil, Mrs. Barbara Jean Batts, scurry
over the ground like
In countries such as the
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Moselle Lena
autumn leaves seeking out United States
sod Britain,
Carson, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
in fact, the risk of vaccinaPamela Veneen Young, Rt. 8, overlooked acorns and hazeltion
is
greater
than the risk
Mirray, Mrs. Verlene Eldora nuts. warblers and wild geese, of
disease, W H 0 officials
Joseph, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Jess following that ancient pathway
said.
Reginald McNutt, 1405 Main St., of migration, hurry down the
Murray, Mrs. Donna Gail sky; ground hogs feed
Britain announced in
Calhoun, Rt. 5, Renton, Jack frantically on the aftermath of
Jul/ it is abolishing routine
Spiceland, 3011
Woocllawn, hayfields; and all other wild
vaccination, and the WHO
Murray, Lennis Ward, 214 creatures seem to try to cram a
officials said they expect
Woodaawn Dr., Murray, Mrs. whole year of living in the few
the United States to anGirt ie Boyd, Lynnville, Mrs. short days of Indian Summer. nounce a similar decision
While many people believe
in either October or NoNora Lee Morris expired), Box
268, Murray, Mose Pearson that Indian Summer is indeed, vember.
(expired), 402 N. 3rd St., Mirray. a "fifth season," meteorologists say not. The succession of
President Martin Van Buren
warm, tranquil days. they say,
was born Dec. 5, 1782 at
0.1111111141111111141111111111111111111111111111111111100
is more or less atcidental. A
Kinderhook, N.Y.
1P•
haSe
product of ever shifting. ever
*hanging highs and lows, with
scientists urge
"nhe resultant movement of air
g.
E WASHINGTON (U P I):
The Now People
masses. Indian Summer occurs
A panel of scientists has ain
this
hemisphere
when,
in
!
recommended that the
autumn, warm air masses move
!use of DDT be phased I
E out except for public
northward from the Gulf of
g health emergencies.
Mexico. It may come every fall
The panel did not spefor several years and then skip
cifically recommend that
a year or two. While inconstant
s use of the pesticide to!
and unpredictable. if is still the
2 totally banned as envi-e
most delightful of all seasons.
ronm_enta
, lists
have
E asked it is still used
h a al=
i some crops such as cotInsurance Ratio
!
ton and peanuts and the!
Highest in Canada
▪ scientists said this did
Canada, where total life insur- •
not create "an imminent]
ance ownership was $119.0 billion
!hazard" to
human
in Canadian dollars at the end of •
!health.
1970, once again led all other na- •
tions for which data are currently •
;
• THE PANEL said how-i- available,
with the highest ratio •
I ever that DDT and tail of life
insurance to its national in1-;'• derivatives are "serious! come. 197 per
•
cent, reports the •She's sir wide receiver•
5 environmental pollutants 5
Institute of Life Insurance. This * mach- From Wanea's Lib. a
2 and present a substantial
meant that Canadians had nearly
SALEM 1-WED. •
threat to the quality of
twice as much life insurance in •
wet* ***** ***•
***I
the human environment
force than national income.
through
widespread
Canadian families bought an
I damage to some non-tarestimated $14.3 billion of life in- 13••gaidgc41 41 41 ***
get organisms."
surance in 1970, an increase of $47
million over 1969,
The scientists saidt
The United States ranks second
there is danger in continued widespread use of. to Canada in the ratio of life inAS,13`.4_1 clit"LtiltA
DDT, although exposurei surance to national income with
166 per cent. Other countries in
to high doses for a shorti
period of time apparent- I which the ratio of life insurance a
ly causes no irreversible! in force exceeded national income
were Japan, Sweden, the Nether- a
damage.
lands, Australia, the United Kinga
THEREFORE. the pan- I dom, and as of 1969, New Zealand.
The assets of Canada's BO if.
"
el said that the present
insurance companies are invested
reported usage of DDT
primarily in the private sector of •Nit* at 7:31I 1:41 phis
"does not present an imthat nation's economy, chiefly in •SAS Set. & Sem.
minent hazard to human
corporate bonds and mortgages. •
health in terms of indi•
vidual bodily hinctions
•
Read the label
and safety"
•
•
NEW YORK (UPI) - BeThe panel said that
coming a label reader is the 9
there a so much DDT an
the sireirnunent now
secret to
estsykoi:ealivA
t 11
itflen
immediate
suspension or rapid and
to home economists at Sears,
continuous decrees! in
Roebuck and Co. Look for
the use of DDT willi
labels or haulgtags from manachieve essentially t h e
ufacturers and merchants who
same result."
have a reputation for quality
merchandise, they ties
•

ihn

Prof. Charles Reidlinger of Murray State College spoke on
'Radiation Benefits" at the meeting of the Rotary Club at Paris,
Tenn.
Troop 45 of Murray was one of the seven units of the Chief
aennubby District which spent the day at the Kentucky
Woodlands Wildlife Refugee in Trigg County on September 23.
Murray boys attending were Robin Hornsby, Dwain Nesbitt
Mickey Devine, Tommy Herndon, Fred quills, Steve Douglas
Bill Metzger. and Bill Parker.
Dewey Lampkins, Jr., has been appointed manager of de
Constener Credit Department of the Peoples Bank, according U
H. Glenn Doran, bank president.
Rev. Henry McKenzie, pastor of the College Presbyteriar
Thurch,spoke on "Am I My Brother's Keeper" at the meeting of
he Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago Today
LiSDORBI as TIMES FILE

Earl Brandon, age 33, part owner of the Brandon Bros
Distributing Company, was killed last night about 11:15 p.m. by a
gun shot while working in the garage section of his business.
Lochie Faye Hart has been named as the winner of the 1951
State YMCA News Writing contest for the Kentucky Youd
Assembly held last spring at Frankfort The award mei made
last night at the Tri-Hi-Y and Hi-Y meeting at Murray High
SCI1001.

Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Torn Rowlett on
September 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Steele on September
23, and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Bonnell Key on September 23.
C.Elroy Irvan,son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irwin of Murray, has
spent the past thirty-two rnaiths serving with the- Army in 'Berlin,
Germany.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER

TIKES FILL

Deaths reported this week are Mrs.Sarah Jane Neale, age 92,
Harry H. Vandyke, age 52, Mrs. Betty Legate, age 81, Lois Rose,
age 32, Mrs.Orphie J. White,age 79, and Samuel G. Coleman, age

as.
The Lynn Grove FFA Dairy Cattle Judging team composed of
James Rogers, Brent Manning, Tommy Starks, with C. M.
Scarbrough,teacher received a high rating at the Kentucky State
Fair.
Orville J. Kuhn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kuhn, is taking boot
training with the Navy at Great Lakes, Ill.
Mrs. Laverne Ryan was installed as worthy matron and George
VAlliams as worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star.
Mr.and Mrs. Guthrie ate-chill are the parents of a baby girl,
Mary Florence, born on September 22.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of silver.Proverbs 25:11.
Tact uses exact and fitting words, graceful and considerate of
others It enables one to live and work with people with a
minimum of trouble and a maximum of goodwill

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

I think of some political ideas that have lost their
way and it reminds me of the stopped clock on the
mantel --it gives off the right time twice a day.
"Vain hope, to make people
happy by politics."
--Thomas Carlyle

*JAM:4G WITHIZOLDING—Chinese youngster _mikes a
"funny .face" at the photographer before class starts at
Nam Kue "freedom school" in San Francisco. The private school is being put to full-time use as Parents are
withholding Chimaeras's.'" youngsters from public schools
in protest of city's forced busing integration program.

OFF-TRACK BETTING

Legalized bookmaking
a success in New York
Editor's Note: Legislators
and borse-raciag officials in
many states are studying New
York City's veatre into legalized bookmaking with the
chance a similar program
could be adopted In the Mare.
This lithe first of three articles
on off-track betting in New
York.
By JOE HUGHES
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - In this bulging metropolis where nude
theater, 42nd Street pornography and X-rated movies
jibe together in one vice-like
crossword puzzle, it was only
natural the legalized bookie
would be greeted with open
arms and plenty of money.
Since New York city went into the business of bookmaking
there haven't been nearly
enough betting windows to handle the overflowing action.
What started out on April 8 as a
modest $60,030-a-night business
has mushroomed into a
$'Z.000-a-nigll bo re nza from
night harness racing.
Combine this with 61,030,432
worth of action on the Kentucky
Derby and $1,156,686 on the
Preaknew and, clearly, New
York City's Off-Track Betting
Corp., its official monicker, is
off and running, opening a big
lead down the backstretch arid
appearing to be a galloping,
eased-up winner.
Howard J. Samuels, president of OTB, calls the success
-fantastic . beyond our wildest hopes."
Racetrack operators and
leaders of other profesional
sports, however, do not have
iuch kind words for the new
game in town, a game such
states as California are watching carefully with hopes of
adopting to ease overburdened
tax rolls.
The tracks must accept only
1 per cent of off-track action as
opposed to 8 per cent they take
off the top of mutuel pools at
the race plant. In addition, they
lose admission, parking, program and concession profits.
To the tracks. OTB has little
advanta ge
The czars of professional
football, hockey and basketball
have strongly opposed OTB
from the time it went into the
starting gate. And with talk
OTB plans to break away from
the horses and start taking action on football, the outcry has
increased in volume.
The reaction of National
Football League Commissioner
Pete Rozelle is typical.
''We are deeply concerned
about off-track betting." said
Rozelle. "It is a chaotic situation. It would just add to any
suspicion and chip away at the
integrity of our sp(rt."
This negativism does not
seem to hurt the players who
battle long lines day and night
to get down a bet, and Howie
( The Horse) Sarnuela is only
concerned with getting rid of
red ink.
We are at the point where
see are almost breaking even,"

said a satisfied Samuels. The most impossible. Almost
remark brings back an old line
With an adequate setup,
of Milton Bane's. Standing in Samuels feels OTB could have
line at Aquecinct one day he' handled $10 Millioillbr both the
said, "I hope I break even to- Derby and the Preakness.
day. I need the money."
Officials at Roosevelt RaceReaching this stage in the way, where the first indication:.
money race so early in life has of OTB's effect were logged,
been a very pleasant shock to claim the system hurt their
Samuels and Co. OTB was not business. But OTB countered,
prepared for such a rousing
saying Roosevelt suffered from
start
Its computers still don't com- short fields, bad weather and
poor racing dates.
pute. Its ticketing system is
An accurate barometer of
archaic, There is no rnorninp
line. Ndi payoff the same day. OrWs effect on business at the
And a confusing coding of horse track won't be available until
names makes placing a bet al- action on the Thoroughbreds
starts
Meanwhile, Samuels is not
letting up. He has unveiled a
progressive advertising campaign, the blockbuster being a
huge poster entitled "What
crossword puzzle ever paid 15
to 17" and showed a girl on the
subway with a pencil between
her teeth and a racing form in
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
her hand.
WASHINGTON (UP!) -At •'Two weeks before we
Georgetown University here a opened," said Samuels, "we
scientist dosed some working were having trouble obtaining
pigeons with tranquilizers.
loans from banks. But the enInstead of slowing the tire picture has changed. The
pigeons' work pace, the tranqui banks are calling us now and
lizers increased it.
asking, "How much can we
Does this mean that tranqui- lend you and when
lizers are not, after all, Samuels estimates his cortranquilizing, and that hurnar poration will be grossing $1 bilbeings may not find then lion annually by 1973. The
relaxing?
break-even point is a 8200,000-aNot necessarily. Pigeons day handle.
aren't people, of course, but the
"Off-track betting will rank
Georgetown experiments with among the 15 biggest busithem suggest the possibility nesses in the country somethat a little tranquilization car day," said Samuels. "By that
ease the pain of work and t;Ittk time, the Wall Street bankers
improve performance.
will find it less embarrassing to
The Georgetown pigeons were have the stock market comgiven the chore of getting food pared to the horse market."
by pecking a key. The number
One of OTB's early ads
of pecks was increased for eact placed Wall Street in
a defensuccessive work session.
sive position. Wall Street
Dr. Donald M. Thompson, thundered back.
assistant professor of pharma•
"I still say betting on a horse
cology, explained it this way: Ls a better investment
than
"Eight
pecks
would
be some of the speculative stocks
sufficient to summon the first I've seen," said Samuels.
food reward, but 16 would be
required the next time, then 24, "In a year we are going to
have 100 betting shops. Wait
and so on."
midi we start offering the real
After 60 sessions, when the exotic stuff,
with perhaps a
pigeons' normal pecking respon- minimum
$1 bet. It has been
ses had been established under suggested a 'Pic Nine' somethe increasing work loads, they day on the local programs.
were tested with varying doses Sweep the card. Win New York
of two tranquilizers-Librium City."
and phenobarbital-often preNell: Place your wager at
scribed for people.
Grand Central.
"Under the influence of either
drug," Thompson said. "the
pigeons
worked
more they 11 ,de effect
completed more demanding
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
work requirements "
fight against pollution will afThompson said he believes fcct where we live, the kind
the tranquilizers made the of work we do and how we
pigeons chores seem less i ravel. those attending the anonerous to them, "and there- imal mining of the American
fore led to greater perfor- Hume Ficonotaics Association

Tranquilizers
Boost The Work
Rate of Pigeons

mance."

Might human beings, expose
to the stress of Increasingly
demanding but essentially tedious jobs, also benefit from
judiciously - prescribed doses of
relaxing drugs?
It may take considerably
more study to tell whether
what seems to be good for
pigeons is also good for people.

told

Mrs. James A. &arbor), of
Epley, W. Va., national chairman of the Conservation Department of the General Federation of Women's Clubs who.
did the telling, said also that
the fight against pollution will
alter what we • buy and eat,
how we vacation, what our
homes look like and what we
%eat.

Less work craws are needed
for a young person to gel
deal:tidy benefits if he becomes
disabled it age 31 or before.
This is mentioned because
recently sonic applicants for
disability payments have failed
to apply promptly because they
did not think they had enough
work to permit payments or they
thought they must wait 8 monthit
tole the claim.
Those under age 31 when the
disability begins can meet the
work requirements with less
work than those age 31 or above
The 6 month waiting period
which applies to disability
benefits prevents payments for
the first hill 6 months after the
beginning of the disability. Pay
will begin for the seventh month
after the disability Is severe
enough to meet the requirements.
Disability cases take more
time to get payments started,
than do retirement or death
benefits. The reason is that other
claims may be speedily handled
*rough computers. However, as
judgment decisions by medics')
personnel are necessary for
disability claims, the compiler is
not capable of judgment
decisions. Medical personnel are
required.
Because of this-we ask that
you apply for disability as soon as
you and or your doctor expect
that you will be unable to wort
for a year. Prompt filing will
Delp speed up the first checks.
Readers can get free leaflets on
dlsablility and other types of
beneftts-just call or write the
Social Security Office, 112 Soutt
Tenth Street, Paducah. Use the
telephone to call us-The nurnbet
ts 443-7508.
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By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
Boat Safety Act of 1971,signed
into law recently by President
Nixon, is the latest significant
step in more than 30 years of
DUCK AND GOOSE BAGS- THEY'RE THE
LIMITS effort to curtail tragedy among
the nation's pleasure boatmen.
The first successful step was
FRANKFORT, Ky.--As surely as the waterfowl
season occurs, questions arise on which species may the Motor Boat Act of 1940
which set out the minimum
be included in limits, how many of each and
in what requirements for safety equipcombinations.
ment aboard small craft. It
And these are valid questions, because federal was followed by the Federal
regulations on bag and possession limits are, to say Boating Act of 1958 which
introduced numbering for small
the least, a bit intricate.
craft and established the
To make the road a bit easier the U. S. Depart- ground work for improved rement of Interior and the State Department of Fish porting of boating accidents.
While statistics show that
and Wildlife Resources have come up with a simabout 1,350 persons have died
plified bag and possession limit makeup.
in small boat accidents during
each of the last five years,
First for the geese:
industry sources point out that
The statewide season opens on Nov. 15 and con- the number of recreational
tinues through Jan. 23, with shooting hours from one- boats in use in that period rose
from an estimated
half hour before sunrise until sunset. Dates for in 1965 to 8,814,0007,865,000
last year.
Ballard Wildlife Management Area are Dec. 1-Jan.
One of the key provisions
22, with shooting ending at 12 noon and with no of the new Federal legislation
is authorization for appropriapunting on Sundays or Christmas Day.
tion of $51.1 million over the
next five years of which $37.5
79_the same bag and possession limits apply in both
b5
million w.ould go to states to
areas of hunting. The daily limit is five which may
help them draft and carry out
consist of two Canadas or two whitefronted or one of their own boat safety laws and
each. Example—A hunter may kill two Canadas, two safety programs.
one provision of the
blue and one snow; or, he may take one Canada, one lawThis
alone is expected to have a
whitefronted and fill out the five limit with other
significant effect in curtailing
boating accidents, which totalspecies. If the limit includes two Canadas, no
whitefronted may be taken, or if the limit includes ed 3,803 in 1970, according to
the Coast Guard. These mistwo whitefronted, no Canadas may be taken.
haps caused 1,418 deaths, 780
injuries and more than $8 milThe possession limit is also five which may include
lion in property damage.
four Canadas with one blue or snow; or twei Canadas
Operators were blamed for
and two whitefronted plus one of the other species, more than half the accidents.

but the possession,limit may never include more
than two whitefronted. If the two whitefronted are
taken, then only two Canadas may be held plus one of
the other geese for a total of five. The possession
limit does not apply in the field and is effective after
two or more days of hunting.

Other sections
Other key sections of the
1971 legislation call for:
—Federal construction and
performance standards 4.0f
boats and assorted equipment.
The Coast Guard will set the
standards after analyzing accident statistics to determine
possible areas of hazard. Manufacturers and, to a lesser extent, dealers will be required to
certify that their products are
built and assembled in compliance with the standards. The
bill contain, penalty provisions
to failure tct comply and make
cptiprt.
pt-ripeY e

Geese may not be transported, shipped or
delivered for transportation or shipment by common
carrier, the postal service or by any person except
as personal baggage of the hunter taking the birds.
The statewide duck season opens Nov. 28 and
extends through Jan. 16, and on the Ballare Area the
season runs Dec. 1 throuth Jan. 15. Daily limit is four
which may be made up entirely of four mallards or

E V A (UP1): The
fealth Organization
ay advaneed count saw abolish rounallpox vaccination
any danger.
Intries such as the
States and Britain.
the risk of vaccinereater than the risk
se, WHO officials

four black ducka.butzunder no circtarnstance may it

include more tHafi onecanvasback or one redhead in
aggregate.

a n announced in

is abolishing routine
ton, and the WHO
said they expect
ited States to an.
a similar decision
r October or No-

lent Martin Van Buren
m Dec. 5, 1782 at
ook, N.Y.
* * * * * ** * * *
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--Registration of all motorboats, regardless of horsepower. The 1958 law required
states to register at least all
motorboats over 10 horsepower. Some states registered all
motorcraft, some cut off levels
below 10 horsepower. Purpose
of the new provisiori is to bring
all motorboats under the regulations for safety equipment
and accident reporting.

In addition to the above limitations two scaup
daily and four in possession may be added to the
above outside limits as a bonus and in another
bonus,(only in the Nov. 28 - Dec. 6 blue-winged teal
season) two of this species may be added daily and
four in possession. That makes it possible during this
brief period for a hunter to harvest eight ducks in a
day or have 16 in possession after two or more days
of hunting.
On the Ballard area hunters must make reser' vations by letter to Manager, Route 1, LaCenter, Ky.
7 Pits fees are $5 per person or $15 per pit.

CC
HOE MIIN
Cc
AL
.

—Granting authority to
Coast Guard boarding officers
to take immediate steps to
remedy such hazards as insufficient lifesaving devices,
overloading or lack of firefighting devices. The officer
may even direct the boat operator to return to his mooring
until the problem is corrected.

rtilizer
Tour Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W Railroad Avenue

Cat With Teeth of Gold;
That's Kimba, the Puma

Kimbo shows off his shining canines.
By STEVE LIBBY
Wriffca Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
KIMBA IS A PUMA.
Some people would call him a
mountain lion, or a
ngar. or
a panther, or a catamount. He's
one of a family of fierce fellows who range from Canada
to Patagonia who grow up to
eight feet long in adulthood.
Preying on cattle, horses. and
other animals
they are not
friendly chaps at all. Personally.
Kimba is a reddish-brown predator not famed for friendliness.
But Kimba is a celebrity.
Owned by Jack Seale, of the
Hartbeesport Snake Park In the
Republic of South Africa. is
one-of-a -kind among puma, He
is the only one in the world

sporting a couple of ardrebought teeth. He's also the only
feline in the world destined to
go through life with a pair of
gold canines in his mouth.
Some time ago, Kimba broke
both of his lower canine teeth
and endured the kind of toothache which only a mountain
lion could tolerate. His owner
decided there was hut one thing
to do: take his pet puma to
the dentist..
NOW IT isn't every dentist
in the block who's interested in
a puma as a patient, so owner
Seale took Kimba to the Pretoria University Department of
Dentistry and asked some questions. Sure, the professors said.
it sounded like an interesting
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ACCIDENTS DECLINE
In the last 40 years, the rate of
accidental firearms fatalities has
been nearly cut in half, according
to the National Safety Council.

particularly populated with
young fox squirrels. He salivates
a mite as he mentally savors a
stew and all the usual trimmings.
Then, he notices a great blue

RIGHARD ORR
01ST. O.

#0,2°
This land is YOUR LAND

IfeeP IT CGCAN,/

1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652

LIBERTY
Super Market

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
—

GUNS and AMMUNITION -

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MtDNIGHT

7enIth TVs
Chestnut Street

Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentuciry

„et

1900,
reports the National Shooting
Sports Foundation. In 1900, there
were an estimated 500,000 deer in
America. There are upwards of
16 million today.

!ANDARD

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

DEALER

Predictably,
Kimba
didn't
take to the idea any more than
people do. To his credit, though
—for a half-grown puma, like
half-grown human, looks upon
a dentist with some askance Kimba was calm and entirely
aianageable at first. He was
team, rather.. Stoic about the
Whole episode.
• • •
THEN (even as you and D
the odor of the anesthetic
turned him into an irritable and
Ever watch a fisherman-hunter heron suddenly spear
a minnow
aggressive cat. His would - be come fall? He
has difficulty and another,
just
benefactors beat several hasty
ahead.
"Hoconcentrating on his fishing. His
retreats to get out of range of
ho," he conjectures, "a school of
ears
are
tuned
to
shore
noises,
tooth and claw.
bass food. Where there's a
are constantly minnow there's
Eventually, however, sound and his eyes
a bass." So he
moving
to catch creature
asleep under anesthesia, Kimba
flips
a
shad
Sonic
into the spot,
was placed on the operating movements and observe cover
and the battle's on. He's a
table and the dentists went to patches, note the experts
at fisherman again, but not for long.
work. An hour later. Kimba had Heddon.
temporary plugs in his gums
Heddon claims it's difficult. But
and the moulds for his gold
As he moves along a shoreline, great!
teeth bade been made.
he occasionally puckers up and
Kimba was turned loose into
ANOTHER PERFECT SEASON
the hands of his owner, who gives out with a Bob White call.
Nebraska big game hunters
Then
he
pauses
to
listen.
If a Bob
was instructed to bring the big
have
completed their 22nd year of
cat back in a few days.
White call comes back, he smiles
The entire scene was re-en- and records this area for at- hunting without a fatal gun accident, reports the Nebraska
acted again. Kimba was anes- tention later.
thetized, after a fashion, but
Game Commission. Nebraska
this time he emerged with
Occasionally a cock pheasant has NEVER had a gun fatality in
gleaming false teeth crowned scolds him from
tall weeds. the history of its deer and anwith gold.
"Okay, old boy," he smiles, "I'll telope seasons.
Back home again. Kimba now
looks out on the world with a be pluckin' your feathers before
MORE DEER THAN EVER
dazzling 18-carat snarl mak- the season is more than an hour
ing him a first in a millenium old."
There are about 30 times as
of one of the greatest wild cat
Squirrels chatter from a tall many deer in the United States
families in all the world.
den tree, and he notes an area today as there were in

by Jim Heddon

•
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Saturday, September 25, Almo School PTA, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m.
Saturday, October 2, by Kirksey PTA at Calloway County
Fairgrounds from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 9, by Faxon Mothers Club at the school
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 16, by Kirksey Ball Club at the Calloway
County Fairgrounds from 9:00 a.m to 5:00 p.m.
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WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Conservation

HAM AND TURKEY SHOOTS

busy.

!paws

Call Any Time

State of Kentucky and afrw surrounding states participated In a weekend of
camping, shooting, and Muting.

experiment, and yes, his senior
students would undertake the
job. So final-year students got

WARD - ELKINS

is OUR

753-1933

Colorful costumes characterized the muzzle loader match held in Land Between
the Lakes last weekend by the Kalntuck Muzzleloaders, Inc. Shooters from the

—Notification by the manufacturer of any defect in a
boat. The notification must be
made to the first purchaser and
to any subsequent purchaser
listed on the warranty and to
the dealer who sold the boat.
Copies of the notification must
be sent to the Department of
Transportation.

The bag limit may include not more than two wood
ducks. The bag limit of four may be made up of any
combination of the above ducks, so long as the extreme limits on various species are not exceeded.
The-possession limit is eight and may be made up
entirely of mallards or black ducks or a combination
of these two species and other species, but at no time
may the possession limit include more than four
wood ducks nor may it include more than one canvasback or one redhead in aggregate. Under no
condition may a hunter have in his possession more
than one canvasback or redhead and if he has one of
this species he may not have the other.
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Tell Nell to stand
up for her rights
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY' Nell, a very dear friend of mine, 63,
recently lost her husband Nell has a well-to-do aunt 185)
who invited her to come and live with her and be her
companion. Auntie lives in a beautiful apartment with a fulltime housekeeper. Auntie has a daughter living with her.
The daughter is 60 and also widowed, and Auntie and
Daughter can't be in the same room for 20 minutes without
fighting.
Well, Nell moved in with Auntie and things were going
splendidly until Daughter fired the housekeeper and informed
Nell that SHE was to be the housekeeper!
Now poor Nell is breaking her back over there with all
the work in addition to being referee for Auntie and Daughter. Nell is rather on the timid side and has asked me to
help get her out of that situation without getting Auntie
angry with her. [Nell is not destitute.]
1 am considering playing "sick" and sending for Nell
to "nurse" me for a few weeks, after which she can tsillk
Auntie she is not returning.
My husband says if I try to pull a stunt like that I am
out of my mind. What do you think?
NELL'S BEST FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: I'm with your husband. Tell Nell to
remind Auntie that she was Invited to be • "companion."
not a housekeeper, and since the picture has changed, she's
leaving.
DEAR ABBY: I am on a self-imposed diet, and I try
to eat sensibly. I am inclined to be a little on the heavy side,
but I finally got my weight down to where I want it, and
I'm trying hard to keep it there.
Well, I always eat uptown at a place near work. A
group of co-workers eat with me. Invariably someone will
look at my plate and say, Is THAT all you're going to
eat?" Then someone else will say, "You don't have to watch
your diet, you're so THIN!"
Abby, I find these remarks very irritating, and I would
like to say something to put them in their place, but I don't
know what. Can you give me a simple phrase Nothing too
smart-alecky because I'm a shy person. However, whatever
you suggest, I will give a try. Thank you.
COUNTING CALORIES

I
Saturday, September /5
Reservations for the MSU , The Luther Robertson PTA will
omen's Society pre-game meet at the school at seven p.m.
uck wagon dinner for October 2 for an orientation meeting
at the Student Union cafeteria at followed by the parents visiting
rooms of ttr children and
five p.m. should be mailed by
ing with their teachers.
today to Mrs. Ben Humphries,
Route 7, Box 320, Murray.
two dollars per
Tickets are
The Creative Arts Department
person.
of the Murray Woolen's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:30
The WSCS of the Good Shepard a.m. Members are to bring
United Methodist Church will tapestry needle, embroidery
sponsor a rummage and bake needle, crochet thread, and
sale at the American Legion Hall materials to inart -with for the
lesson.
starting at 6:30 a.m.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its luncheon meeting at noon at
the club house. Hostesses will be
Miss Ann Carr, Miss Rozella
Henry, Mesdames E.S..Diuguid,
Jean Bordeaux, and P.A. Hart.

DEAR ABBY: Some time ago you printed a letter from
a husband saying his school-teacher wife wanted to go off
to Europe for her summer vacation, and he said he would
offer her a divorce if she went.
Well, my wife of 14 years took our kids and went to
Europe for 10 weeks with my blessing and I've learned a
hundred times over how much my wife means to me. I
honestly never realized what a wonderful wife I had. I
recommend any man let his wife take a month or two
vacation. It will rekindle their love. He will soon learn how
important a wife is. He will also learn what a rotten job
LOVELORN IN ONTARIO
housekeeping is.

DEAR LOVELORN: It's the old story: You never miss
the water ell the well runs dry.
DEAR ABBY: A while back some young person wrote in
asking why the old folks didn't prepare for their old age.
Well, I think I can speak for oldsters as I am 90. My
husband's pension was based on prices as they were 50
years ago. A loaf of bread was 5 cents, eggs were 10 cents
a dozen, and the best steak could be had for 15 cents a
pound. Times have changed, and so have prices.
Social Security is a wonderful thing, and some of the
younger ones are kicking because they have to pay so much
In taxes I wonder what they think is going to happen in the
next 50 years I will not be here to say, "I told you so." Ha!
OLD TIMER
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Angeles. Cal.
year chest. Write to ABBY, Bat WOO,
WeIN. For a personal reply ',dose stamped. addressed
envelope.
L.34

Hate to write letters'? Seed Si to Abby. lox flr/N. Los
Angeles. Cal. 15019. for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letten for AU Occasioas."
Traveling
ROME +UPI
Men can skip packing bathrobes this winter if their
coats come from Italy The
-big coat re!ws is teddy bear
coots, cuddly textured
wools with wide lapels and
sashes that tie like those on
, a bathrobe. They come in
smooth, brushed and nubby
wools, all with wide lapels.
--

Sirloin tips
Sirloin steaks are often
boneless
Cut tan two
steaks—top sirloin and bottom sirloin The top sirloin
b. the fire tender of the
two, and the better selection for cooking over charcoal

SCOTT DRUG
1205 Cheeta.ut Street
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
Drug, Prescription
and Slinchlt_Nee.ds
Open 12:00 am. 4ill 6:00 p.m.
for your

47,

The C'alloway County 4-H Teen
Club met Thursday evening.
September 16, at the Calloway
County Extension Office to elect
new officers for the upccrning
year
Elected president was Jimmy
Bur keen; vice-president, Steve
?AcCuiston; secrtary, Vicki Pat
Karen
reporter,
Lamb;
Alexander; treasurer, Dianne
Harrison; song leadtrs, Renee
Sledd anud Carolyn Scott;
recreation leaders, Penny
Usrey.
The Red Cross Volunteers will Higgins and Janet
for the program of
Suggestions
meet in the conference room of
and dkscussed.
the Murray-Calloway County work were made
Refreshments were served.
Hospital at 1:30 p.m.
Leaders present were Mrs. Arlie
lit11Prti; PEO Scott and Fred Gillum, County
Chapt;•—Sisterhood will have its first fall Extension Agent.

Murrelle Walker
Is Oaks Medalist

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Owen of
Farmington Route One will hold

an open bowie at their borne trona
two to five p.m. in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.
The Calloway County Singing
Convention will be held at the
Temple Hill United Methodist
Church at 1:30 p.m. The public is
invited.
The First District American
Legion and Auxiliary will meet at
the American Legion Hall with
Post No. 73 as hosts. Registration
will be at 12:30 p.m. and lunch
will be served at one p.m.
A gospel singing will be held at
the Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church at two p.m. All
singers and listeners are invited.
Monday, September 21
The Murray Woman's Club will
hold its first general meetinb at
the club house at seven p.m. with
Mrs. Joseph C. Evans, KFWC
president, as the speaker.
'Reservations should be made
with department chairman.

WAC Officer To Be
Here October .5

Dexter Homemakers Murray Branch Of
Hold Regular Meet AAUW Has Potluck
The Dexter Homemakers Club
Meeting
met at the lovely new home of Supper

meeting at the home of Mrs.
The Almo PTA will sponsor a Henry McKenzie at 7:30 p.m.
turkey and ham shoot at the Members note change in date.
school from nine a.m. to five p.m.
Refreshments will be sold.
The Great Books Adult
Murrelle Walker was the
Discussion Group will meet at the
The Kick-Off open dance for Calloway Public Library at seven overall medalist at the regular
ladies day golf held at the
adults will be held at the p.m.
Oaks Country Club on WedCalloway County Country Club
Tuesday, September 22
nesday.
from after the football game until
Team play was held with the
one a.m. with music by the Oliver The Murray State University
Mr. and Mrs. Chess and Checker Club will low score team being Mabel
Hill Combo.
Richard Orr are chairman for the meet in Room 312 of the Faculty Rogers and Laura Parker. The
event. Others assisting will be Hall at 3:30 p.m. All interested high score team was Margaret
Tidwell and Rovrina Cullum. The
Messrs and Mesdames Lee persons are invited.
tearn having the most 5's was
Tinsley, Harold Hopper, Fred
wells, John liven, Joe B. Lit- The International Reading Grace James and Marie Weaver.
The next regular ladies day
tleton, Tommy Crisp, Virgil Association will meet at the
Harris, W.L. Polly, Phillip Holiday Inn at 5:30 p.m. Mrs. golf will be on Wednesday,
Mitchell, Newell C. Knight, Kay Hays, a consultant from the September 29, with tee off time
Thomas Emerson, Jack White, national office, will give the at nine a.m. Pairings will be
made at the tee, according to the
Ed West, William Ryan, Jack program.
golf hostess, Marie Weaver.
Blackwell, and Ted Bradshaw.
The Kirk.sey School PTA will
For little girl, fall marks the
meet at the school at 1:45 p.m.
Sunday, September ZS
return of "real little girl looks"
The Wranglers Riding Club will
The Quota Club will meet at the -princess dresses with puffed
sponsor a trail ride in the Land
Southside Restaurant at 12 noon. or wing sleeves, yoke treatBetween the Lakes. The group
ments and gatherings and
will meet at the club at 1:30 p.m. The Southwestern Regional pleats. That is, when Mom
to go the LBL. Persons, other Baptist Woman's Missionary deems it suitable to give the
than members, may go on the Union will meet at the First little girl a change of pace from
Baptist Church, Fulton,at 9:55 her comfortable, practical
trail ride.
a.m.
pants outfits.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Enoch of
Murray Route Four will
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary with an open house
at their home from two to five
p.m. All friends and relatives are
invited.

DEAR COUNTING: Say, "Yes, that's all I'm gotng to
eat. And the reason I'm so thin is became I DO watch
my diet."

,
,

Calloway County
Four-H TeensClub
Elects Officers
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Mrs. Jane Higgins for the September meeting.
All members were present for
the meeting with the exception of
two. Installed were the new
officers br the year.
The October meeting will be
held at the Community Oenter
with a potluck to be served. Each
member is asked to bring a
vrteitcr 4° the meeting -
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HIGH
By
Notional Chairman

The Murray Branch of the
of
Association
American
University Women held its
opening meeting on Tuesday,
September 14, with a potluck
supper at the Murray State
Nursing Education building.

what we
DESPITE
hood is still amon
"child neglect" one o
'thousands of w
Yet,
across the country a
youn
lack o

were
Pauline
Hostesses
Campbell, Alta Presson, and
Roberta Whitnah.

Ha
spot

glect"
Gener

•

An overview was given of the
foil. topics to be discussed during
the next biennium. These are:
We The People, The Crisis In
Education, A Dollar's
Public
Betty Jo Purdom and Carol
and This Beleaguered
Worth,
Hibbard tied for medalist honors Earth.
held
golf
day
ladies
regular
at the
Wednesday at the Calloway Welcomed at the Meeting as
Comity Country Club.
prospective members of AAUW
Winning high on No. 1 was were Cecile Applegate, Helen
Urbena Koenen and the mid- Basel,Cecilia Brock, Sally Crass,
Beverly Spann. Joanne Harned, Mary Lawson,
dleman was
Eukiene Robinson was golf Kay Poplin, and Doris Shultz.
hostess.
The Murray Branch officers for
A ladies day luncheon was
1971-72 are Inez Claxton,
served at noon with Margaret
president; Frances Mataranzo,
Shuffett as chairman of the
first vice(program) Beryl
hostesses.
-Whaley, second vice (mem,Higgins,
Eva
bership);
secretary; Pauline Campbell,
treasurer.

Two Women Tie For
Medalist Honors

L:0

l"b

a hig

daug
seat

Ig21 Ittr
:

The effects
of detergents

NEW YORK ILPIi Soaps
and detergents have differ
ent effects on the skin. says
Dr. Joseph Jerome, secre
tary of the American Medical Assn Committee on Cu,
taneous Health and Cosmetics
Soaps are made from animal and vegetable fats.
Most synthetic detergents
are made from, petroleum
derivatives and range from
extremely mild to moderately irritating to the skin
Most detergents on the
market today, intended for
use on the skin or hair are
said to be equivalent rn
mildness to soap

It. Judith A. Welker
Lieutenant Judith A. Welker,
Women's Army Corps Recruiting
Officer, will visit Murray State
University Tuesday, Oct. 5.
The WAC officer is assigned to
the U.S. Army Recruiting Main
Station, Nashville, and will be on
campus from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
In the Student Union Building.
Coeds interested in the opportunities offered in the Corps,
Including financial assistance
programs open to college
students, may receive inAn announcement was made formation from Lt. Welker as
of the AAUW Fall Workshop to be well as printed material exId at Bowling Green on Sep- plaining the variety of training
and qualifications for becoming a
tember 34-25.
WAC officer.
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— NOW OPEN

JUANITA'S FLOWER
;10
itg
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* CORSAGES
* PARTIES

* WEDDINGS
* FUNERALS

ERS ,S;
JUANITA'S FLOW753
1668 Ryan Ave

Phone
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Follow The Crowd To
America's Greatest Knit Buy!!

FROM OUR OWN MILLS, MORE OF THOSE REGULAR $4.99 TO $8.99

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
It's the Greatest Polyester Double Knit Buy Ever! Brand New Fall and Winter Double Knits
at a mere fraction of regular price! 60" & 66" wide, machine washable, never needs
ironing. All new Fall colors, weaves and patterns. Crepe, blister, ottoman and jacquard
stitches. You must see these to appreciate this unbelievable Double Knit Buy! Some
slight imperfects included in this group.

1

Ladies'
.Luncheon
Cold Broccoli Mold Garnished
with Lettuce and Radish Roses
Cheese Biscuit
Sandwiched with Ham
Iced Tea
Lemon Menngue
CHEESE BISCUIT
1 3/4 cups sifted flour
1 teaspoon salt
Dash of cayenne pepper
3 teaspoons baking powder
34 cup finely grated sharp
cheddar cheese
% cup butter
3/4 cup milk
In a medium mixing bowl sift
together the flour, salt, cayenne
and baking powder. Add cheese
and toss well to mix. Cut in butter with a pastry blender until
particles are fine. Make a well
in center and add milk. Stir
quickly until ball of dough is
free of sides of bowl—about 14
minute. On a floured pastry
cloth. knead 2 or 3 times. With a
floured stockinet-covered rolling
pin roll out to about I/4-inch
thickness. rut into 2-Inch
rounds. Place, about 1 Inch
apart, on lightly greased cookie
sheets. Brush lightly with extra
milk Bake in a preheated 425degree oven about 16 minutes:
do- not ever-brown. Maim 2% to
3 dozen. Biscuits may he split,
buttered and filled with rounds
s
Of cooked ham.

Special Purchase!
Reg, 12.50 yd. Washable
JUMBO WALE

CORDUROY

I

In
wh
inc
del

3-Wale, High Low Corduroy
in all the newest Fall colors
now at one low, low price.
First
Quality, Machine
Washable.

lib
els
Srr
If you can Sew a Stitch, Thread a
Needle, be there when the door
opens Monday for this Sensational
Fabric Sale! Don't miss it, be there
early for best selection!

•
•

Phone 753-711
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Officer To Be
October '5
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HIGHWAY SAFETY

Lincoln Memorial is strong lure

•
By ARTHUR GODFREY

By EDWARD NE:ILAN
Copley News Service

National Chairman of The Highway Witty Foundation

what we see and hear these days, motherDESPITE
hood is still among our most sacred institutions and

.'1111401104."9
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"child neglect" one of the most heinous of all crimes.
Yet,'thousands of well-meaning, responsible mothers
across the country are jeopardizing the lives of their
youngsters either through ignorance or
lack of concern.
Hardly a day pitStits that you don't
spot an instance of "highway child neglect" while driving to or from work.
Generally it's a mother cruising along
a highway with a pre-school age son or
daughter standing obediently on the
seat beside her. It's not a pretty sight
for a highway expert. The only thing
worse is a carload of toddlers frolicking
about the front and back seat as if the
Arthur Godfrey car were a rolling playground. What
happen in case of a "panic" stop by
the --driver or a collision with another
vehicle is pretty horrible. The children become tiny human "spears," shot at high speed through the windshield, against the dashboird, steering column or other
interior obstructions. Many•tirnes the results are fatal.
Our accident investigators have observed that mothers who religiously insist upon overshoes when it rains,
vitamins every morning, and hot soup and bed rest at
the slightest sign of a runny nose or sniffles, unwittingly subject their youngsters to far greater dangers by
allowing them to roam in a moving car at will, unrestricted by safety belts.
•'N

Recently, our people were called to the scene ot su
an accident involving a three-year-old girl, her mother
and grandmother. The mother was driving and wearing
a safety belt as was the grandmother on the passenger
side. Unfortunately, the child was allowed the freedom
of the car, roaming from back to front seat. When her
mother lost control of the car, slamming into a telephone pole, the child was catapulted into the windshield.
The women were uninjured but the child suffered a
fractured jaw and severe facial cuts.

WASHINGTON — Pause on
the front steps of the Lincoln
Memorial some afternoon and
you're bound to meet someone
you know.
If there is a -tourist
crossroads in the nation's
capital, this is it.
Just the other day, inquiring
at random, these names and
home towns turned up in a fiveminute sampling:
— Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Rowan, Seattle, Wash.
— Aiichiro Matsunobori,
Osaka, Japan.
— Mr.and Mrs. R. B. Jansen,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
— Bill Rixisolo and Lynne
Kauffman, Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.

CLOSE CALL—Greyhound bus driver Walter Tribolet
explains to newsmen how that bullet hole in the windshield came about. A young man robbed several passengers at gunpoint while the bus rolled along a busy
Chicago expressway. The gunman took more than $500
from riders and fired two warning shots.

over.
The first organized effort to
erect a monument to Lincoln in
Washington came two years
after his death, when an act of
Congress, approved March 29,
1867, incorporated the Lincoln
Monument Association.
The association appealed for
subscriptions and prepared
plans for a monument, but

Lincoln served as 16th
president of the United States
(1861-65), but it is the character
of
the
man
beyond
statesmanship and politics that
is best remembered.

Abraham Lincoln was born
on Feb. 12, 1809, near
Hodginsville, Ky. He grew up in
a primitive environment and
knew none of the advantages of
good schooling, wealth, or
social position.
Yet he became proficient in

PEKING IN ON U.N.—U.S. Ambassador to the United
Nations George Bush (right) confers with Britain's
Ambassador Colin Crow on the two-China question be.:
fore the General Assembly in New York.

GET THOSE SCHOOL CLOTHES READY NOW...

:Ow
••••••••10.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

DRYCLEANING SALE

•

della
AIM

September 27 -October 2

• Drive-In Window Service
• All Work Is Done On The Premises
and Workmanship Of Our Work Is
Guaranteed

-

DATSUN

CLEANERS

shirts...laundered
to perfection]

Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.

THE1972
DATSUNS.
The Small Car Expert has Two and Four-Door family
Sedans. Five-Door Wagons and Sport Coupes. Pickup
Trucks. too. With such standard equipment as tinted glass,
whitewalls, reclining buckets, safety front disc brakes,
independent rear suspension and overhead cam engines,
depending on the model you choose.
When you stop in for a test drive, we'll give you a free
library of small car information you can't get anywhere
else. Admit it. You've got a lot of good reasons to see the
Small Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

ONE UHOUR

THIS
WEEK
ONLY!

The small car expert
has something new.

ANY

2 GARMENTS

Matched suits or 2-piece dresses count as one!

FOLDED

This Coupon Good For

on every dry cleaning order of $5.00 or more
at the regular dry cleaning price.
* Good thru Oct. 2nd, 1971 *

CENTRAL 4-16 One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
SHOPPING
OPEN: 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
PHONE 753-9084
CENTER

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
* Open Evenings till 1:00 *
Phone 753-7114

nothing was accomplished. The Harding, who accepted it for
years passed and, although the United States.
The memorial is of white
many subsequent effcrts were
made to secure a memorial, it Colorado-Yule marble. Its
was not until February, 1911, architectural lines are similar
that Congress passed the in plan to those of the Greek
Parthenon, the temple to the
legislation that procured it.
Workmen broke ground at goddess Athena on the
the memorial site on Feb. 12, Acropolis in Athens. The outer
1914, and the cornerstone was columns are Doric; the
columns inside the great hall
laid a year later.
Lam.
As work progressed, the are Ionic.
Within the broad framework
commission chose Daniel
Chester French to sculpture the of classical design, the
Lincoln statue and Jules structure has a motif that
Guerin to design and execute symbolizes the union of the
murals for the end walls. The States. The 36 columns
completed memorial was surrounding the walls of the
dedicated on Memorial Day, memorial builclipg_ represent
the 36 states in the Union at the
May 30, 1922.
Chief
Justice
William time of Lincoln's death. The
Howard Taft, chairman of the names of these states are cut
commission, presented the into the frieze above the
memorial to President Warren colonnade.

It is a rare politician, indeed,
who can capture the public
imagination for practicing the
virtues of tolerance, honesty
and whose life and mind and
character become enduring
inspiration to the world.

Oft

wir ,

the law and rose from political
,obscurity to become president
of the United States during one
of the bloodiest civil wars ever
fought.
War, which has a way of
testing a man's worth, put
Lincoln to the supreme test;
and when he died from an
assassin's bullet in 1865, he was
mourned and elevated to
greatness by peopie the world

— Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Feldmann, Tucson, Ariz.
Few Americans recognized
the greatness of Abraham
Lincoln while he lived. But the
perspective of time and history
has molded a national and
international image.

The Foundation recently concluded a seat belt study
involving more than 12,000 vehicle occupants involved in
accidents. One finding indicates that unrestrained car
'occupants are four times as likely to be killed as those
wearing safety belts.
I think it's obvious that the chances of death for in
unrestrained child, especially one standing on the seat,
would be considerably greater. Insist that your youngster be restrained at all times in a moving vehicle. Form
the habit early. It could be the best "life insurance" policy you ever considered . .. for yourself as well as your
youngsters.
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So. 12th Street

B

Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.
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11W]mtAad You're Here!'

Daybook of America 1711ByCLARKRK1KIN14—..1111U911
Weekly

No. 113 Harper's
had in 1871 a re-

vealing footnote to the execution of Mrs. Maria Eugenia Jenkins Surratt as a conspirator
in the initial Presidential assassination. It said:
"John H. Surratt, Jr,i's reappearance to public notice has
brought out I in Washington u
fact concerning him %filch has
never heretofore been published.
It is stated, on the most responsible authority, that alien Surrates mother was on trial, the
Judge-Advocate general I Joseph
Holt' roaseuted to release her
If her son would give himself
up to trial. Surratt ass informed of this by friends who
acre in touch with him. Instead of at once complying
he immediately absconded, leaving his mother to her fate."
The son studied for the priesthood until 1862, when he was
induced to be a secret courier
between Rebel spies in Washington and officials at Richmond. He got acquainted with
John Wilkes Booth and became
a co-leader in the actor's
scheme to abduct President Lincoln as means of forcing an end
to the war in a compromise
with the Confederates.
Booth met Surratt's widowed
mother, who conducted a rooming-house in Washington. However, no conclusive evidence was

John Surratt at the
Vatican, in uniform of
a Papal Zouave.

ever developed she had full
knowledge of Booth's and her
son's plot against Lincoln, which
became an assassination after
a plan to seize him from a carriage in March was a fiasco.
The son, having evaded the
immediate mass roundup of
known associates of Booth, was
hidden in Canada when his
mother was tried with conspireters he had enlisted for Booth.
despite doubts of her IguiR
among military tribunal members.•astaratt- tied to England,
later to Rome, where he joined
the Vatican guard. Recognized
by a former.seminary classmate
and arrested, Surratt escaped
to Egypt. Caught up with there,
he was returned to Washington
in 1867 under U.S. Navy guard.
The U.S. Supreme Court had
ruled in the meantime against
civil trials by military courts,
and Surratt was arraigned before a District of Columbia
judge and jury. The jury failed
to agree, the case was not
proased, and Surratt was freed
in 1868.
His "reappearance to public
notice" referred to by Harper's
Weekly in 1871, was John Surratt's capitalizing on his notoriety as a lecturer in the South.
Another revealed his mother's
last known words, "I had no
hand in the murder of the
President."

TV CAMEOS: Doc Snerinsen

Doc Calls His Music "M Life"

PACE SEVEN

••••••••
•
•
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•

Hospitality Theme Is Selected For
National Restaurant Month Promo

0 753-1916
•
•
••••••••

An unusually warm welcome
and courteous service will
diners during the month of
her when the foodservice industry celebrates National Restaurant Month.
The National Restaurant Association (NRA), which represents the vast foodservice industry, set "We're Glad You're
Here!" as the theme for this
year's Restaurant Month observance.
The campaign theme is part
of the NRA's continuing nationwide effort to improve courtesy
in restaurants and other foodservice establishments and beyond to all segments of American life, said Leslie W. Scott,
association president.
He said the entire foodservice
industry is redoubling its efforts
to be especially pleasant —
greet customers with the salu-We're
tation
You're
Glad
Here!" and to prove it with hospitality.
Participating

NOTICE

oasedion Donny Thomas and yomitfal asintiret display tens card itiontifyiny
for Notion•I Rostawrant Month promotion in October
Tit. industry's
immi
Mad Sou'r• Hare,” cpai
gn is beg
in sponsored by the Notional Restheme
oc,ot,on is
hospitalityhospitalityclimate in Americo."
""P""'.
"'
You're sal

restaurants„s„.
a'

promote the courtesy
through "We're Glad
Here!" displays, buttons, tent
cards and other types of promobona! materials.

'TEC

More important, foodservice
personnel at all levels are being
encouraged to urge more heart—
and less burn—in their daily
contact with the dining public
"The courtesy promotion represents a sincere effort to make
the occasion of eating out a
truly happy experience,- Scott
added.
Recent studies by the NRA
indicate that total sales for the
foodservice industry — including
hospital, school and in-plant
feeding—will top $46 billion this

year, making the restaurant industry the fourth largest in retail sales. It leads all industries
in number of business units and
employment of service-tyne
personnel, with more than 3.4
million employees.
The association's goal during
National Restaurant Month will
be to have everyone associated
with the foodservice industry
greet the dining public with the
courtesy slogan: to say "We're
clad You're Here,
" and mean

1

LET'S DO SOME
PUT NEW
CARTRIDGE IN
CAULKING GUN.

SEALING
WELL TAKE A
CRACK AT IT'

CUT OFF TIP
OF CARTRIDGE
ABOUT !
,:s INCH
BACK.

THE SLOWER ...—
THE TIP IS MOVED,
THE MORE BUILDUP,

rtEpsAKEsi
. .•.. • • BLUE MARLIN

of
Europe
14Parts

by Clark

CLUB

Kinnaird

By Bill DUNN
WHEN Dr. Severinsen's son
was young, he "always wanted
to be a jockey." His dentist father, however, hoped he too
might become a dentist or perhaps take up the violin. As it
turned out, there was a compromise. Today young Severinsen
is a musician, albeit a trumpet
player. And while he isn't a
dentist, millions of "The Tonight Show" viewers nevertheless know him as Doc.
Little Doc. as he was called
as a kid back in Oregon, literally outgrew his equestrian ambitions. The sandy haired, Mustachioed musician recalled discovering at an early age, "I
was just too big." It was at
that point that he switched his
energies to the trumpet, which
he had been playing since he
was seven. And today Doc says
of his music, "It's my life."
• • •
AN ENERGETIC person and
quite a baroque dresser. Severinsen stood, sat, sometimes
walked around his NBC office,
wearing red pants and a blue
and yellow flowered shirt, as he
talked recently about his career and music today He began
by crediting Louis Armstrong
with being "an influence on
every trumpet player in the
- jazz idiom." Doc himself remembers playing his first engagement in Portland as a
youngster, spending much of his

free time listening to Satchmo's Doc will bet Lawrence Welk
recordings.
and his music would ably reOther than Armstrong, the fute anyone who contends that
big bands offered Doc an early music's role in television is
experience and informal train- strictly secondary.
ing. And he blew trumpet with
A serious musician, Doc says
some of the best groups: Char- of his studio orchestra,
"We
lie Barnett, Benny' Goodman, want to be more than what we
and Tommy Dorsey. Thinking play now. There's some
signifiback on those days, Doc says, cance beyond play-ons
and
"It was wonderful." Only a play-offs." For
Doc that "someyoungster then, Doc found him- thing beyond" is
weekend conself playing alongside of older certs that
have him playing
musicians, who accepted him with
the St. Louis symphony, or
into their fraternity, an educa- at Las Vegas
in an appearance
tion in itself.
with Johnny Carson; state fairs
• • •
in Illinois, not to mention freIT WAS in the waning years quent
college engagements. Doc
of the big bands that Doc finds it
"stimulating to play
cleared out for the new medium, elsewhere,"
making him "more
television, becoming a staff valuable
to the show."
muscian at NBC in 1949. Still
• • •
there today, Doc is now musiTHE ONLY aspect of Severcal director for "The Tonight
Show," a job that has him play- insen's life that doesn't revolve
ing, selecting, and arranging around music is his hobby of
music for the late night talk raising horses, perhaps an
program. To Doc the important adult's indulgence in a thwarted
thing is to suit the songs to the childhood dream. He now has
guests appearing. "You try to a stable of jumpers, hunters,
western show and race horses.
keep the music compatible."
Since "The Tonight Show" is But he says of this and other
primarly a lot of informal talk- pursuits, "Anything I do other
ing, one wonders if the music than playing trumpet is strictly
isn't just incidental here as it for fun."
seems to all television. Doc will
A complete and dedicated
admit that music's purpose in musician, Doe's goal is "to
the medium is for background, broaden my means of expresaccompaniment for a singer or sion." which he always strives
a dramatic scene. Then too tele- for in playing the trumpet and
vision is a visual medium and leading the orchestra. He mencan't reproduce sound very well. tioned a third avenue for exBut there aren't any com- pression when he added, "I'm
plaints. "It's what I do." And also very good on the spoons."
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NEED TO BUY, borrow or
wheel chair for cerebral p
child. Phone 753-473.

teREE ESTIMATE on septic
installation. Phone 753-7850. '
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products
43 Venerate
45 Cuddle up
47 Challenges

BRIN and
The MEN-SAY-SHUNS

/TIRE TERM cruet derives
1 from old French crue, or
earthen pot. It eventually,
came, through English household usage, to mean a small
glass bottle to hold vinegar,
oil, etc. for the table, often as
one of a matched group in a
castor set [1].

16 Burros

40

1111111i1M1111E11101111111111
Distr.

by .United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

25 -

REDUCED RENT C
$10 per month a:
Rent applies t6 pi

Leach's
Dixieland Stiopp

WINDT'S WESTERN Store,
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339
off US 45. Phone 554Clothing and equipment !IN
November
entire family.

ELECTROLUX SALES &
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,
Sanders, phone 382-2468,
mington, Kentucky.

OVERWEIGHT?? The only
way to lose weight and ir
fast; call Shapemakers, 753
Weight loss guaranteed.
THE Hi-Y Club will sponsor
wash Saturday, Sept. 25th
10:00 a.m. until 4 o'clock ,at
Wishy Washy Car Wash loc
on Storey Ave. The cost wit
$1.50 per car.
For free pick-up and deli
call 753-4616 or 753-6308.

Nancy

WE ARE ready now to deliv
take your order for six
stoker or four by seven lump
or 6 by egg. Phone 753Fulton Ice ta Coal Service
South 4th Street.

Thus cruets may be of interest either to collectors of
bottles or of old silver-plate
A castor set in an especially
ornate frame may command
prices $100 up.
There are avid collectors of
such castor matched sets exclusively, just as there are of
teaspoons, teapots, or swinging- water-sets, or other plated ware in family possessions
of the Seventies. Eigaties
Nineties.
(Dist. by King Features Syndicate
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Discouraged Moslem
SINGAPORE (UPI)
-If
Prophet Mohammed were au..
today he would be diseppom
ted and shocked to see the
state of backwardness among
the world's Moslems.' saY.
Singapore's Minister of State
for Foreign Affairs.
Rahim Bin lshak, a MoKlem
of Malay descent, said forerunners of modern progress
and science were introduced by
the Arabs 500 y.eara after the
death of Christ but Moslem,
in most parts of the world now
are backward.

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
AUTOMOTIVE
REPAIRS
SPINET-CONSOLE Pb
Wanted responsible party to
over spinet piano. Ratty te
Can be seen locally. Write C
Manager, P.O. Tiolk
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. ;

Laser, Holland, is the renter
of the country's famed flow..r
bulb region.

31

c)

walks
39 Resort
GPrreeetpoisniation
4
4?

Under New Ownership...
L Land MARIE BAKER
Saturday Nite...

With an admitted preference for baroque wardrobos, Dec Severinson says, "The way I
dress, I feel more relaxed.' Doc, of course, is the band leader on "The Tonight Show."
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38 Shaded

5 Accompanies
6 Twirls
7 Gasp for
breath
8 Inquire
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31 tu
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CRUMBLING, OLD
CAULKING SHOULD BE
REMOVED WITH PUTTY
KNIFE. RESEAL AND
REFINISH WITH KNIFE.
CAULK FLOWS BETTER
IN WARM WEATHER,
TO PREVENT DRIPPING:
TWIST TIP UP AND
AWAY SHARPLY.

;

MEDINA WANTS OUT OF ARMY—Smiling with his wife
Barbara, Capt. Ernest L. Medina said in Ft. McPherson,
Ga., that he wants out of the Army even though his
acquittal of My Lai massacre charges leaves him free to
stay in. He is 35.

lii Abner
I F ONLY
T-HE Li rL
GOBBLEGLOPS

-THAT THERE ARE
MILLIONS oF
AMERICANS,JUST
AS
AS
YOU ARE—

sioes
,
/

THEY WON'T
COULD
CLEAN UP
ALL
OUR
CITIES!!

LEAVE
DOGPATCH
NOHOW!"

THE"/'S LOYAL
TO US GOOD
PROVIDERS..."
.

GOT ANY CHANGE?
MUST CALL THE ,
HOUSE."

THE MENTALLY Retai
Children Association present
Bun Wilson Show, Friday n
Oct. 1 at 8 o'clock at the Mu
High Auditorium Admiss
Adults 1.50 children uncle'
accompanied by parents
Sri
FOR LEASE

,

wO

NEW TWO apartment du
two bedrooms on each
Phone 753-4698

2

•Avig

If

410 II
"
1—

WANTED TO REN'
WANT TO RENT pasture
horse. Will provide feed and
for boarding. Phone 753-79911
4:00 p.m .
Ti
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SMALL FARM; good location!
business or future investment
One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture
Hog wire fencing, stables, water
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
.For appointment call 753TFC
4147

HEAL ESTATE FOR SALE(
2 BEDROOM HOUSE on 1 acre
lot, for sok b7 owner, city water
and natural gas Good condition.
Located 1 mile north of Alin°
Heights on Hwy. 641. Priced to
sell at only 15500.00. Phone days
753-5167, after 4 p.m. 7531757.
S30C

FOR SALE
TWO YEAR old Appaloosa
stallion, gentle. Has been ridden
twice, $175.00. Phone 753-7991
after 4:00 p.m.
TFNC

111DeslIc Se*
A Desk Is An Investment In
Child's Scholastic Progress

MEN'S CLOTHES; three sport
coats,one with vest; 4 pair pants;
all weather coat, tong; short all By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
weather jacket; sweater. All
IF YOU'RE sick of the chilexcelent condition. Phone 753- dren sprawled on the living
1256 after 5:00 p.m.
525C room floor or spread out at

the dining room table doing
their homework, three words
of advice: Buy a desk.
It would be hard to find a
more valuable piece of furniture, valuable because it helps
to promote good study habits
and, say educators, if these
are not established early there
may be problems right
TWO LOTS, excellent location, through school.
Panorama Shores; also Win.; Study Corner
Creating a suitable area in
chester 101 Monte Carlo trap, 30" which your child
can study is
F&F,like new. Phone 436a contribution you can make
'2136.
S25F! to his scholastic progress. The
essential element in this is a
COLOR TELEVISION, Admiral, desk. When he has one he can
S27P call his own, he begins' to asCall 753-9743 after 5 p.m.
sociate it with study. Wher-

FOR SALE OR TRADE unfurnished houseboat, 32 ft. steel
hull, Chrysler inboard motor.
$1750. Come by and see 3 miles
East of Murray, Hwy. 94, Ed
Greenfield,or call 753-3746 or 7533558.
S25C

Going South
stkNI\
,os 21,600

This fkie well kept two bedroom brick home located just five
miles north of town on Hwy.641 North. One acre of land. Nice
$16,000.00.
orchard. Priced at only
One of the finest tracts of land in Calloway County on this 80
acre farm. This is prime land located three miles west of
Lynn Grove with a long road frontage on Hwy. 94 plus road
frontage on two other roads.'Barris and other outbuildings
included. Priced at 624,000.

Watch This Space
For Further Details!!

CLAUDE L MILLER, Real Estate
753-5064
418 Main Street 753-3069
JOHN C. NEUBAKR, Associate Broker 753-7531

1

NEW AND used tractor tires.
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
service. Vinson Tractor Co.
ITC
Phone 753-4892.

CREOSOTED POLES for pole
barn construction, utility poles
and boat docks. Murray Limber
Maple Street, Mirray,
Co.,
1TC
Kentucky.

NEED TO BUY, borrow or rent, CARPtiliT SALE Sat., SepFun itk.tv
400 ACRES, 350 in corn, Good
wheel chair for cerebral pals) tember 25 at 1207 Melrose Drive
APARTMENT,
21 water, Good Fence, Modern
child. Phone 753-4773.
S25C Will sell 9 x 12 carpet, tape DUPLEX
1970 TRIUMPH DAYTON 500. LTITLE BOY's coat, size 4 and
irecorder, men's and women's bedroom, central heat and air home. 25 miles N.E. Paducah . Chopped
5700. In excellent little girl's coat, size 3. Phone
Bob
Rottering,
300
Cardinal
Lane
FREE ESITMATE on septic tank clothing and shoes, many other carpet throughout. Ceramic tile
S25C
Charle 753-6171.
condition $800. Call
Paducah.
442-0544
after
7
p.m.
.
$130.00
per
furnished.
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC iterns•
S25C bath. Stove
S30C
Brakeat 753-5871.
S28P
TFC
month Phone 753-7850.
H & R USED FURNITURE
AUTOS FOR SALE
FALL AND WINTER Maternity Store, Concord Road, is open 4
HOUSE TRAILER, 10 x 42, all
Clothes Size 10. Reasonable days each week, Wednesday„
electric, '67 model, Call 753-7856 1965 MERCURY Montclair with
S27C Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
everything on it for $650.00. All ppriced.d" 753-2753'
or 753-2583
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 pm. See us for
I REDUCED RENT ON BAND INSTRUMENTS!
S25C.
S25C power. Phone 753-2729.
3 BEDROOM house 1 and 42 all your used furniture needs. If
$10 per month as long as you want to rent.
baths, near high school and we don't have it, we'll get it. Also
10 x 50 2-BEDROOM TRAILER. 1970 CAMERO, air, vinyl top, college. For sale by owner 753- have antiques. Call 753-6676 or
Rent applies to purchase.
automatic
stereo
trantape,
Nicely located 1 mile from city
S27C 753-4716.
9357.
S25C
limits. Call 753-5109.
S27P smission. Call 753-7606 after 7
p.m.
New John Lennon Album in stock I Top 100 Billboard records
L 2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Can see at
45's now 78 cents each.
Reg. WWI - Now ?As.
19119 CHEVROLET Impala, darki
l 500 Broad St., or call 753Dixieland Stioriping Center 753-7575.
S27C blue, power steering, brakes and
)4304.
factory air, low mileage. Still
WINDT'S WESTERN Store, Lone
HELP WANTED
under warranty. Phone 753ART NOUVEAU wallcovering by Richard Thibaut provides
Oak, Kentucky. Highway 339 just
Dixieland Shopping Center
5223.
S25P
background for a rolltop desk with multi pigeonholes.
WANT'Ef;)
FOR RENT
off US 45. Phone 554-1842. TIOMEWORKERS
1962 CHEVROLET Impala, 4 1955 V8
Clothing and equipment for the Part-time,full-time work at hornel mall Two Bedroom
CHEVROLET, stick, BUMPER POOL table; two piece
use, for two or three colleg door, V8 automatic. air- rebuilt engine,
November 20C mailing our circulars. For detail
entire family.
extra set of snow living room suite with hide-arush self-addressed, stamped
dents
conditioned. Price $350.00 Phone tires on rims, plus
chains, $100. bed; girl's all weather coat;
SALES & Ser- velope and 35c to US En
Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. 489-2303 or 753-2958. Can be seen Also wedding
gown. Call 753-8296 boy's sport coats. Phone 753vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M terprises, P.O. Box 813 AT„,
at 214 South 13th St.
S25C after 5.
S27C 3756.
S25C
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far-\viayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFO;
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
1962
VOLKSWAGEN
2
door,
*NICE 2 BEDROOM furnished
WHEEL CHAIR for sale, good NO REGRET,the best yet; Blue
REGISTERED, PHARMACIST .
OVERWEIGHT?? The only sail
apartment, near University. Call $150.00. Also % camper with condition, folds up and has Lustre
cleans
carpets
NEEDED
way to lose weight and incheg 189 bed community hospital in
753-7550.
S27C accessories, $225.00. Phone 474- brakes. Call 435-4357.
S27P beautifully. Rent
electric
2280, C. E. Scott on Ledbetter
fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962. Southeast Missouri. has
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
opening for
pharmacist.
S25C
Creek Road, Highway 94 near SIAMESE
Weight loss guaranteed.
S30C Excellent salary and fringe
KITTENS, nice pets,
ONE
BEDRIX)M
furnished
Ken'Lake Hotel.
benefits. If interested call 314
S25C eight weeks old, house broken. TWO-2 ton dump
trucks. One fla
THE Hi-Y Club will sponsor a car 471-1600 between 8:00 and 4:30 apartment. Phone 753-6564.S25NC
S27C bed,one box bed. Phone 753Mon. through Fri and ask for
wash Saturday, Sept. 25th from
1957 CHEVROLET,V8, 4 speed, Call 753-1348.
administratbr.
7850.
TFC
10:00 a.m. until 4 o'clock ,at the
headers, new tires and battery;
Wishy Washy Car Wash located LADY TO DO HOUSEWORK on .ONE HOUSE and one house 1954 Chevrolet, 6 cylinder 3 OLDS TROMBONE with case, 42 RUNNING SPECIAL price on
on Storey Ave. The cost will be Fridays, must provide own trailer on Ky. Lake in the Blood speed, good work car; 1966 305 the original price. Good con- Irish Setter puppies. Call 753-1862;
S27C
River area. Phone 436-2427. S27C Honda motorcycle. All in good dition. Call 753-9992.
61.50 per car.
13140
or 753-9457.
transportation. Call 753-8990.S27C
For free pick-up and delivery
shape, Phone 753-3599 after 6 p.m.
COLOR
INCH
good
'21
TV,
TWO
BEDROOM
duplex,
central
753Phone
Chopper
1967-650
BSA
call 753-4616 or 753-6308.
or see at Lake Stop Grocery S27C
TNC NEED MONEY? Sell Knapp
condition, $100.00, solid maple 7117 between 7:00 am. and 5:99.
Shoes.. Part time or full time. No heat and air, fully carpeted with
S29C
WE ARE ready now to deliver or investment. Send for free selling outlets for washer and dryer. Tile '67 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door cabinet; 1966 Olds, 4 door hard- p.m.
top $700.00. Call 753-8859.
S30C
and shower. Will
take your order for six vein kit. High commissions plus bath
child. Phone 7534741. accept one hardtop, double power and
S27C
6' x 10' CAMPER Trailer, $200.00.
stoker or four by seven lump coal bonus. Write to E. M. Bristow,
factory air, vinyl roof low
Phone 753-9974after 5:00 p.m.
or 6 by egg. Phone 753-1813, Knapp
Shoes,
Brockton,
mileage. Call 753-4516 after 5
\ I
S25C
Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 408 Massachusetts 02401.
S25C
p.m.
S.30C
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX apartINCENSE?
South 4th Street.
TFC
SMALL GROCERY business.
WANTED: R.N. with 3 years ment, air-conditioned, electric
Sell stock and fixtures; rent
THE
carport
heat
1967
and
FIREBIRD,
utilities.
43,000
miles,
experience to teach in School of
building.Phone 753-9021, or come
Available
one
owner.
Don
(7ruce.
Phone
753Oct.
3.
Can
be
seen
"Wishing Well"
Practical Nursing. Contact
by
1401 Vine.
OIC
after
2
p.m.
2436.
at
708 Payne Street.I
S25P
Tilghman Vocational School
IN
See
Jim
Smothers
at
Calloway
Paducah, Mrs. Beyer, 443WESTERN AUTi.
2 SPRINGING HEIFERS. One
Mounument Company, 1707 W. 1965 PLYMOUTH station wagon.
4534.
HUTCH with shelves for books fits nicely atop triangularS25C
Jersey and one Holstein. See
Main. $80.00.
Price,
$235.00.
Frigidaire
Small
shaped corner desk from Weatherford collection by Stanley
S27C
Herman
Hunter
Rt.
7,
Mayfield
SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR
refrigerator, $30.00. Phone 753or Phone 345-2114.
S28P
UNDER NEW
needs a mechanic. Please apply
S25C "THINK BEAUTIFUL", Large
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs 5925 or see at 1614 Olive.
lots
on Kentucky Lake at
TFC
in person.
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
MANAGEMENT
'64 THUNDERBIRD, excellent Keniana Shores for $695.00 and GOOD USED cultipackers. Call
purchase. Lonardo
Piano
11395.00. Low Down Payment and Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. ITC
WOMEN
AND
MEN
YOUNG
AUTOMOTIVE
Company, across from Post condition, full power, air con- Monthly payment insures your
ditioned. Will sell or trade for
(and a couple of old biddiesi to Office, Paris,Tenn.
525C
REPAIRS
work r a new kind of restaurant.
late model motorcycle. Call 753- future plans for home site or site
WANT TO BUY
Apply at Dip-A-Ones next to the TWO
9167.
S25C for a mobile home. Good Roads
BEDROOM house, 407
and
Water.
436-5320
Call
for
inOIC South 11th
2BEDROOM HOUSE, Med. price
SPINET-CONSOLE Piano. Capri Theatre.
Street, $70.00 per
spection.
S27C range,in city limits. Call 753-4516
Wanted responsible party to take
month. Available October 1st.
SERVICES OFFERED
after 5 p.m.
over spinet piano. Pasy terms.
S30C
Also house at 310
South 8th
REMOVE carpet paths and
Can be seen locally. Write Credit WILL KEEP children in my Street, $40.00 per month.
spots; fluff beaten down nap with WANT TO BUY; logs and;
Manager, P.O. Box°4 276, home Monday thru Friday. Possession October 1st. Phone
Blue Lustre. Rent new sham- standing timber. Alsp have for
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. S25P Phone 753-9846.
TFC Bob Miller, 753-2920.
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home of sale lumber an
sawdust.
THE MENTALLY Retarded WILL DO babysitting in my
"The Wishing Well".
S25C Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
FIVE ROOM house, electric
Children Association presents the home. Pre-school age children
Phone 753-4147.
TFC
heat, bath, place for washer and
CHILD'S SWING set, used veryBun Wilson Show, Friday night, preferred. Phone 753-4897. S27C
dryer. Phone 492-8360 after 5:00
WANT
BUY:
offer.
TO
new,
Used
little,
best
$40.00
was
Flat-top
Oct. 1 at 8 o'clock at the Murray
p.m.
S25C
S25C Guitar, Phone 437-4496 after 5:00
Phone 753-9981 evenings.
High Auditorium. Admission: I WILL babysit in someones
p
housekeeping.
S30N9
Adults 1.50 children under 16 home or do light
HARDROCK MAPLE sofa,
.S30C. TWO BEDROOM furnished
accompanied by parents free. Phone 753-5731.
apartment, wall to wall carchair, two matching step end
S27C
tables and coffee table. Maple WANT TO BUY bed. Phone 753WILL DO trash hauling peting, central heat and air. Good
S29C
Phone
location.
753-4331.
cabinet, 21" TV, good upright 8331.
S27C
Reasonable rate Phone 753FOR LEASE
Piano, Selmer Trombone ex070
8130.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
cellent condition, six ladder back
NEW TWO apartment duplex,
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back three rooms
with private bath,
chairs, one excellent condition
two bedrooms on each side.
S27C 'hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- near the University. (Men and
baby bed with springs, mattress
Phone 753-4698
POPULAR style student desk by Stanley features adjustme.
020NC boys only).
Phona-TAISIL
Ited bumper pads. Good condition
ably shelf behind door plus top drawer for odds and ends
RENT
baby.
potty
springs,
To
:hair,
bed,
WANTED
FURNITURE IjEFINISHING. CLEAN TWO bedroom
baby swing on frame Walker,
A Boeing 707 jet cargo plane
Kentucky played its first night
WANT TO RENT pasture for All work guaranteed. Free pick- trailer. Air-conditioned, city lot.
carrier seat, twin bookcase
will carry the animals from Sea football game, possibly the first
horse. Will provide feed and pay up and delivery. Free estimate. 950.00 per month. Phone 489.
headboard, small antique Oak
Worid of Ohio near Cleveland In the South, against Seivanee in
for boarding. Phone 753-7991 after Antique or natural finish. Jerry
bed, ironing board Phone 753SMC
back to this oastal city for the Lexington Oct. 4, 1930. The
753-3045.
S30F
400 p.m
McCoy,
TF NC
3555
325C
winter season
Wildcats won, 37;0

r*
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Leach's Music & TV

Leach's Music & TV

j4111

T'S TOO

NOISY

Texaco 1
Whiteway
Service Station

4..)K.IDS, TOO
ZIZI EC> , F"ME-r

there's

&Pi CD-IANGE?
CALL THE
'E HOUSE"?'

43
,
411!

thru

Vid

ever it is set up-whether in
his own room or in a quiet,
unfrequented
part of the
house- he will have a place to
concentrate on homework.
Variety of Styles
Desk styles vary to suit
space needs. They can be
small and compact, such as a
triangular-shaped desk that
fits into a corner, or they can
be as big and impressive as
the old-fashioned rolltop.
They're available unpainted
and in finishes that suit settings from traditional to
modern.
For children who like to
draw, there is a desk with an
adjustable top that tilts at an
angle to form a drawing board.
There is also a desk that adjusts to three different heights
as the Child grows.

assifie
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Orioles Clinch
Division Title

SATURDAY--SEPT'EMBER 25, 1971

MSU Makes
Plans For
50th Year

By NEIL HERSHBERG
has 19 victories, reaches the 20UPI Sports Writer
game mark, the Orioles will
By Dwain McIntosh
Manager Earl Weaver had become the first team in 51
every reason to celebrate. After years to boast four 20-game
Murray State University has
all, it isn't every day that your winners.
begun making plans to comteam clinches the division "I feel real good and I'm
memorate its Golden Anchampionship and two mem looking forward to the playniversary Year of 1972.
bers of your startaig rota
offs," said Cuellar, who reeled
Harry M. Spark's,
Dr
join the 20game wlaner
off his third straight 20-victory
university president, has apWeaver joined the rest of the 3ea50[1.
pointed an 11-member steering
Orioles in celebrating Balti- "Heck, I had only two
committee to plan the obmore's clinching of its third victories on June 1 and ,alever
servance. He said he envisions
straight American League East thought I would win more than
that "publications, special
championship. To add icing to 15 games this season," said
events, and campus activities
the cake, Mike Cuellar and Pat Dobson who was acquired in an
will reflect the university's pride
Dobson each posted their 20th off-season deal with the San
In its 50-year history."
victory as the Orioles swept a Diego Padres.
Headed by M. C. Garrott,
doubleheader from the Cleve- The Orioles will go for their
director of public relations, the
land Indians, 9-2 and 7-0 Friday third straight American League
committee has been directed by
night.
pennant when they meet the
Sparks to involve students,
"You didn't hear any cheers Oakland Athletics in the playalumni, faculty, and staff, forgames
between
we offs starting Oct. 2.
after
mer officials, and citizens from
MURRAY HIGH'S MIKE WALKER (84) is getting set to make the tackle on Fulton City's Mike
clinched the tile but the boys In other American League,
the Murray community and Sisson (with ball) on this play in the game played between the two teams here last night. Murray
really let loose after the second action, Milwaukee blanked Minsurrounding area.
High put on their best show thus far this season as they soundly trounced the Bulldogs 45-12.
game," said Weaver, who was nesota 1-0, Detroit whipped
Garrott said the comStaff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
pouring champagne over his New York 8-5, Boston shut out
memoration will focus primarily
players in
the
post-game Washington 4-0 and California
on three key dates. He listed
celebration. Cuellar and Dobson edged Chicago 4-3. Minnesota at
them as:
joined teammate Dave McNally Kansas City was postponed
—March 8, 1922, the date when
THIS PASS SLIPPED through the hands of Fulton City's Mike
as 20-game winners for the because of rain.
Gov. Edwin P. Morrow signed the
(Continued from Page 1)
Orioles. If Jim Palmer, who In the National League, Beadles (15) during last night"' action at Holland Stadium.
bill authorizing the establishment
Fulton's quarterback had been
Coming
up
to
defend
for
Murray
High
is
senior
end,
Richard
Orr
Cincinnati nipped San Francisco
of two educational normal
throwing short, flat passes all
6-5, Los
Angeles
blanked (88).
schools in Kentucky, one to be in Four traffic collisions were
Staff Photo By Gene McCuteheon
Atlanta 2-0, St. Louis topped
the western part of the state and investigated by the Murray street after the three car night and Dean Lanning finally
picked one off to score Murray's
collision.
Montreal 10-6, Pittsburgh edged
one in the eastern part.
Police Department on Friday A one car accident occurred at next TD. Limning intercepted the
New York 3-2, Philadelphia
—Sept. 17, 1922, the date when with one persons being reported
throw on his own 29 and ran all
tripped Chicago 6-1 and Houston
the State Normal School Com- injured in one of the collisions at 2:55p.m. on the parking lot of the
the way for the score. The extra
beat San Diego 2-1 in 21 innings
mission choose Murray as the 11:31 am. on North lilth Street. Bank of Murray branch bank on
point attempt was fumbled and
Mrs. Maude Marine, formerly before losing the second game
location for the normal school in Miss Paula Poyner, age 17, of U. S. Highway 641 North.
.
,
Murray led 39-2 with 6:30 left in
James
Wilson
Lutz
of
of Calloway County, died 5-4.
the western section of Kentucky. College Farm Road, passenger in
the
third period.
Madisonville,
1968
driving
Ford
a
Jim
Slaton
fired a five-hitter
Thursday at Detroit, Mich. She
Sept. 24, 1923, the date when one of the cars, complained of four door sedan, owned by
Murray recovered a fulton
and rookie Rick Auerbach hit
was 87 years of age.
Murray State Normal School back pain and was treated at the Roland Lutz of the same city, was fumble on the kickoff but couldn't
The deceased was the wife of his first major league homer as
By MATTHEW T. KENNY the United States as well as to opened its doors to 202 students emergency room of the Murray- headed east in front o of the bank. get going and had to punt out of
the
Brewers
downed
the late Alvie Marine of Calloway
Oakland.
BUENOS AIRES (UPI) — fans in Latin America and with Dr. John Wesley Can- as Calloway County Hospital and Police said Lutz said he started to trouble. Scott Curtis took the kick
County. She was a member of the Auerbach lined a 1-1 pitch his
released.
president.
back up and failed to see the on his own 15 yard line and ran all
home run with one out in the Emile Griffith will be the most Etrope.
Church of Christ.
Cars involved in the collision utility pole in the parking lot.
the way downfield to Fultons only
Survivors are one daughter, fifth for the game's only run. impopular man in town tonight By last minute request of Also serving on the steering
if he wins back the World President Alejandro Lanusse, it committee are: Charles L. were a 1968 Pontiac Firebird
Damage to the Lutz car was on TD of the night. The kick was
Mrs. Helen Schommer of Detroit, Rookie Roger Moret pitched
driven by James M. Parker of the rear part.
good and the score was 39-9, 4:36
Mich.; five sons, Leo, Howard, his first major league shutout Middleweight Crown from Ar- also will be broadcast live to Eldridge, Wilson Gantt, Mrs.
gentina's Carlos Monzon in television viewers in Buenos Lochie Hart, Dr. Thomas 516 South 8th Street, Murray, and
Cars involved in a collision at left in the third quarter.
Staley, Carl, and Warren Marine, with a four-hitter and drove in
their scheduled 15-rounder.
Hogancamp, Dr. L. J. Hortin, a 1969 Buick driven by Phillip 6:53 p.m. were a 1965 Pontiac two The Tigers took the kickoff and
Aires.
all of Detroit, Mich.; four sisters, a run ,as the Red Sox defeated
Max
But
B. Hurt, Dwain McIntosh, Ray Carson of Benton Route door hardtop driven by Johnny L. again rolled downfield easily to
the
33
-year-old
Virgin
Lanusse
acted
when
he
was
Mrs. E'vte Hill, Mrs. Sell Black„ Washington. It was his fourth
Dr. Ray Mofield, Dr. Tom Three.
Drummond of Route One, Colt, their last score of the night. Mike
and Mrs. Jaime Darnell, all of complete major league game. Islander, twice winner and offered the privilege of seeing
Police said the Carson car Ark., and a 1968 Dodge two door Ryan took the scoring honors as
Calloway County, and Mrs. Jim Northrup blooped a two- loser of the title, is not worried the fight by special circuit to Morgan, Miss Ruble Smith, Ed
came out of a parking lot in the hardtop driven by Steven H. he rammed up the middle from
Trotter and Mancil Vinson.
Minnie Charlton of Missouri; four run double to drive home the about the popularity risk. "I his Casa Rosada office.
path of the Parker car going Snead OF Route One, Fulton. the six yard line. The kick was no
grandchildren; four great Last two runs of a seven-run think I can win or I wouldn't be "I don't think it would be fair
north on North 18th Street. The police report said both cars good and Murray held a 45-9 lead.
seventh as Detroit topped New here," he said before the for me to watch it alone when
grandchildren.
Damage to the Pontiac was on were going east on Glendale The final score came with nine
millions
of
Argentines
in
Funeral Services will be held York and Joe Coleman earned morning weigh-in.
the front end and to the Buick on Road. Damage to the Pontiac seconds left to play as James
The bout in Luna Park Buenos Aires would also like to
Monday at two p.m. at the chapel his 19th victory.
the right rear.
was on the rear end and to the Myers kicked the only field goal
of the Max Churchill Funeral Jim Fregosi singled in Sandy Auditorium is Buenos Aires' see it," he said.
Three cars were involved in the Dodge on the front end.
biggest
pugilistic
"happening"
Griffith's
of the game to make the final 45apparent
confidence
Home with Bro. Ralph Reaves Alomar from second base with
collision at it
p.m. on North
12, Murray on top.
none out in the ninth inning to In many years. It will be stems in part from his When Murray State Univer- 15th Street near:20
officiating.
Hughes Avenue.
carried live via international experience and the fact that he
The Tigers trek to Bowling
Interment will be in the Razzed give Andy Mesaersmith his 1011They were a 1967 Oldsmobile
satellite to television viewers in has won the welterweight sity's Marching Thoroughbred
Green next Friday to continue the
victory
.
the
Cemetery
with
crown three times. But most Band takes the field for the first four door 98 owned by Dr.
1971 grid action.
arrangements by the Max
Argentines — putting aside time this season tonight, the Richard Stout, Olive Street, Funeral services for Mrs. Mae
Murray High rolled up a game
Churchill Funeral Home where
strong national pride —rate uniform will be unique—white tee Murray, and driven by Anthony Jones Lawrence of near Lynn total of 506 yards, all on the
friends may call after six p.m. on
Monzon's aggressive ring style shirts lettered "Murray State," Halinski of 409 South llth Street, Grove will be held today at two ground. The Tigers had no luck
(Continued from Page 1)
Sunday
Murray; a 1967 Oldsmobile four p.m at the chapel of the Max through the air as they attempted
blue jeans, and white shoes.
as too much for Griffith.
He was an ardent defender of The 29-year-old Monzon has a The problem? According to door 98 owned by Ebert Proctor Churchill Funeral Home with six passes with no completions.
The junior and senior high vil liberties and civil rights, devastating right, is a hard- Roger Reichmuth, marching and driven by Robert Lsidor Rev. James Beane officiating.
Fulton gained 225 yards on the
Sermon Subject Given
youth groups of the First United rom freedom of religion to hitter and a tough brawler. His band director, the company Proctor of Hazel Route Two; and Pallbearers will be Gordon ground and picked up 31 through
m
a
of
speech
and
1965
handling
Cevrolet
the reach is five inches longer and
the order for new band
four door owned Crouch, Luck Burt, L. A. the air for a game total of 256
Methodist Church of Murray will
For Methodist Church
He fought perpetually — he is four inches taller than uniforms has been delayed by a by Robert L. Ryan and driven by Rowland, Gene Watson, Clifford yards. The Bulldogs
meet at the church this Sunday
completed 6
production snag and cannot make John K. Ryan of Lincoln, Ill.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will evening, September 26, at 5 p.m. and often won —his arguments Griffith.
Miller, and Chastine Stone. of 11 passes.
hat
the
Police
First
Apnendment
said
before
Halinski
delivery
Oct.
15.
was'burial will be in the Salem
speak on the subject, "Here We for volleyball.
This is Monzon's second
SCORING
Find Ourselves", at the 8:45 and Supper for both groups will be could ne4,114+ be commomised iefense of the title since He explained that the band headed south on North 15th Cemetery with the arrangements
Murray 111/31 (45)- Cathey, 9
10:50 am. services on Sunday, survey at 6 p.m., followed by the and that the 14th Amendment winning it from Italy's Nino cannot wear the old uniforms Street, hit the Proctor car parked by the Max Churchill Funeral yard run; McCuiston, 80 yard
required every state to obey the Benvenuti last Nov. 8 in Rome because the unit has outgrown on the west side of the street, and Home.
September 26, at the First United evening's program.
rim; McCuiston, 75 yard rim;
the number of old uniforms knocked the Proctor car into the Mrs. Lawrence, age 87, died David Hughes, 6 yard
Methodist Church.
The junior high group will have entire Bill of Rights.
with a 12th round knockout.
run;
At the 10:50 a.m worship a discussion at the church and For Black, the U.S. Constitu- Benvenuti lost a chance to available, increasing in size to Ryan car, also parked on the west Thursday at three p.m at her McCuiston, 11 yard run; Lanning,
service on Sunday the teachers the senior high group will travel tion was his Bible and he regain the crown last May 8 in 125 members from the 90 in the side of North 15th Street.
home. She was the wife of Will H. 29 yard run (interception ); Ryan,
Damage t the Stout car was on Lawrence who died February 27, 6 yard run. Clopton booted
and workers of the Church School to Martin's Chapel to meet with always carried a copy of it in Monte Carlo when Monzon beat band a year ago.
three
his pocket. When he had to him in only three rounds.
"So the band members decided the front end and right side, to the 1969. She was a member of the PAT's.
will be recognized as they par- the young people there.
ticipate in a formal moment of All members are urged to explain one of his many The referee for the bout will to improvise," Reichmuth added, Proctor car on the back end and Salem Baptist Church. Mrs.
Fulton City (12) - Safety (ball
unpopular decisions, he fre- be Mexico's Ramon Beramen "hence the tee shirts, blue jeans both sides, and to the Ryan car on Lawrence was born May 1, 1883, rolled out of
dedication.
All teachers and attend.
end zone following
quently replied: 'The court Mejia, who will not have a vote and white shoes."
the right rear fender, quarter and her parents were the late blocked punt),
workers in tthe Church School
Curtis, 85 yard
didn't do it. The Constitution —under Buenos Aires boxing Besides the growth in number, panel, etc.
are urged to be present for this
Sylvester Jones and Mary Wade punt return; Myers, 30 yard field
did."
Junior High Fellowship
The
Murray
has
acquired
band
many
Fire
the
new
service.
Department
regulations —as judge.
Jones.
goal.
Perhaps his most notable
The Junior and Senior High
The three judges —all Argen. instruments, including 10 new was called to the scene at 11:30 The deceased is survived by
actions were his ruling barring tines —were selected by lottery sousaphones, 10 alto horns, a full pin, to wash the gas off the one daughter, Mrs. Rex
Youth Fellowship will meet at the Worts On Parting Lot
Brown of
THEFT REPORTED
prayers in public schools and after Griffith's manager, Gil percussion outfit and 6 baritone
church on Sunday at five p.m. for
Murray Route Seven; daughtertwo
dissents,
both
of
which
added
Members
the
of
and
an
volley ball and supper will be
Junior High
eightClancy, reportedly objected to horns,
in-law,Mrs. Irene Lawrence of Gary
Barnes and Steve Bowrs
served at six p.m. The Junior Fellowship of the First United ter became the law of tha three other judges who had member flag bearer unit which
Murray; two brothers, Jeff Jones I of Room
202, Hart Hall DorHighs will meet at the church Methodist
Church. Chuck land. One required states to been appointed instead of being displays three-by-five feet blue
of Arlington, Va., and Edwin mitory,
Murray State University,
for their program, but the Senior Guthrie, director, worked in provide all indigent criminal losen by drawing.
and gold flags in precision
Jones of Santa Cruz, California; reported the
theft of an AM-FM
maneuvers with the band.
Highs will go to Martin's Chapel beautifying the parking lot area defendants with a lawyer and
three grandsons, William portable
radio, TV portable
to meet with the young people of of the church on Saturday. e other ordered equal appor- 'Five Finger Exercise'
The band's first performance
Thomas Brown, James Rob'
tionment of state legislatures.
that church
September 18.
will be in pregame and halftime The funeral for Clifton Harrell Brown,and Danny K. Lawrence,airline, and another radio from
of
their room to the Murray Police
Murray
Route
Seven,
Wiswell
Sermon
Black's
term
on
For
the
Supreme
shows here as the Thoroughbred
Those participating in this
Subject
two great grandsons, Robert Department
at two a.m. today
football team opens its home Road, will be held today at two Edward Brown and
project were Leslie Homra, Mark Court was the third longest in
Ronnie ( Saturday
p.m. at the chapel of the BlalockHomra, Larry Watkins, Emily history. His retirement was "Five Finger Exercise" is the season against Tennessee Tech
Coleman Funeral Home with 'Thomas Brown.
Byrn, Roger Smith, Risa Lowe, followed last Thursday by that bject chosen by Dr David C. this evening. Pregame festivities
Rev. Johnson Easley and Rev.
John
Marshall
Jane Fridy, Cindy McPherson, of Justice
s for his sermon at the 10:41 will begin at 7:15 p.m., and the
Coy Garrett officiating.
Jan Suffill, Joni Guthrie, Wynn Harlan. 72, whose physician .m. services on Sunday. Sep- title of the halftime show is
Active pallbearers are John
her 26, at the First Christian "Strike Up the Band."
Persons were charged, entered Tolley, Tommie Bell, and Tarply said he was suffering from
Falwell,
Jamie Trevathan, By United Press International day visit to Yugoslavia. He will
scripture
lesson
will
spinal
The
cancer.
urch.
pleas of guilty, and were fined in Jones.
Shannon Ella, Joe Fridy, Hubert
The departure of the two men be from Romans 10:8-15.
WASHINGTON—Justice Hugo explain to the Hungarians —and
the City Court of Judge William
Barnes, and William Gargus. L.
gives President Nixon a further The worship leader will be
Black died early today at to the Bulgarians, whom he will
Donald Overbey on Friday, Murray Christian Church
Honorary pallbearers are Lennis Bethesda
opportunity to reshape the Michael Holton and the candle
September 17, and Monday,
Naval Hospital in visit Sunday —why he okayed
Hale, Herman K. Ellis, Gaylon
court. He already has appointed lighter will be Brakley Wells
September 20. Records show the Meets, Chestnut Street
suburban Maryland at the age Yugoslavia's liberal type of
Trevathan,
Huron
Redden, Beale of 85. He suffered a major communism.
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger Elders will be Preston Holland
following occurred'
Outland, Vernon Roberts,- and
Dwain
stroke in the hospital last
James, The Murray Christian Church and Associate Justice Harry A. and Gene l.andolt. Serving as The funeral for Mose Pearson
Kerry
Gingles Barnes.
disregarding stop sign, fined will be meeting at 1508 Chestnut Blackmun Two other nomina- deacons will be Lenvel Yates, has been changed from Sunday
Sunday after being stricken SAIGON—American jets carClopton, Herbert at two p.m. to Monday at 1:30 Burial will be in the Murray with inflamed arteries. Black ried out another protective
$20(00 costs $10.00.
Street at 930 a.m. on Sunday for tions, of Clement F. Haynes- James D.
with
the
a served on the high court for 34 reaction raid today, bombing
worth Jr
and G. Harrold Farris, John Mark Hale, Robert p.m. at the St. John's Baptist Cemetery
Myron Thomas Canup, driving their Bible School classes.
while intoxicated, fined $100.00 Their worship service will start Carswell, were rejected by the Hopkins, Clyde Jones, Benra, Thurch with Rev. C. E. Tim- arrangements by the Blalock- years, the third longest term in antiaircraft gun batteries in
Coleman Funeral Home
berlake officiating.
Maddox, and Dr. William
the tribunal's history.
coats $10.00.
North Vietnam for the fifth
at 10 45 a.m Bro Dean Ross will senate.
Harrell, age 70, died Thursday
Timothy Lee Lassiter, reckless be preaching on the parable of There has been speculation, Smith, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Officials at the Rutledge
straight
day. The Viet Cong
Nixon stepped up its action also,
part of it inspired by the Fulton, Mrs. T. N. McDougal, Funeral Home said the witke had at the Murray-Calloway County WASHINGTON -rres
driving, fined $20.00 costs $10.00. the prodical son.
Hospital.
changed
from
Saturday
been
also
flight
Tax
Roberts will be
leaves today on a
David Lyn Livers, reckless The public is invited to worship President himself, that one of and Mrs.
launching rocket and mortar
to Sunday from eight to nine p.m. Survivors are his wife, Mrs. o the Pacific Northwest for a
driving, fined 810.00 costs $10 00. with the church, according to the he two vacancies might be greeters.
attacks In Cambodia and South
Ruby
home
Tolley Harrell of Murray ilstorlc meeting with Emperor
flied with a woman for the
Youth meetings of the Chi lam at the funeral
public minister, Bro. Ross
Tucker,
Lonnie
Vietnam. At least four AmeriRoute
in
the
be
will
Murray
Seven;
Burial
two
held
at
will
be
5
30
CYF
first
history.
daughters,
time
p
in
in
and
Elirohito of Japan. The Pres- can airbuses, including two
drunkehness, ten days in jail
the
Mrs.
with
Rutledge
Cemetery
Bill
(Ruth
Black's condition worsened Sunday.
Virginia)
t and Mrs. Nixon will greet airfields, were hit.
Pat Harrell, public drunken.
FIVE CITED
Funeral Home in charge of the Whitnell of Sam Rayburn, Texas, firohito Sunday at
steadily after he suffered the
Anchorage,
ness, twenty days in jail,
MIAMI — Hurricane Ginger,
Five persons were cited by the stroke last Sunday. The hospital
arrangements.
and Mrs. Douglas (Joan) Given .laska, the
emperor's first stop churning 85 m.p.h. winds, was
Murray Police Department had said his prognosis was
Pearson, age 78, died Wed- of Lombard, Ill.; three sisters, xi his way to
NAME
WRONG
Europe. It will marking time in the Atlantic
FINED IN MAYFIELD
yesterday and last night. They
In the story concerning the nesday night at the Murray- Mrs. Ethel Waller and Mrs. John nark the first time that
a Ocean early today. Forecasters
Larry Watson of Kirksey and were on for public drunkenness "poor" and his family was at
his bedside during the last award made to U. J.G Thomas Calloway Coanty Hospital. He is (Lids) Hurt of Mayfield and Mrs. Japanese emperor has visited
found it difficult to predict her
Joe Ed Seavers of Murray were and disorderly conduct, one for
wife, Mrs. Lucille Christine Garrett of Union City, ,utside his
his
Jr.,
Mediae,
on
survived-by
R.
Thursday.
his
s.
country
altei lined $28.90 on a charge of drunk and disorderly, one for
future course. Said forecaster
Tenn
;
North
3rd
402
Street.
four
of
the
former
wife,
Andrea
Pearson
Sykes.
grandchildren, Eddie
speeding in the Graves Opunty reckless driving, one for public He is survived by his second
Joe Pelllider: "All the forces
Whitnell,
stepdaughter,
Mrs
was listed as tthe daughter of M: Murray,
Jimmy Whitnell, Mrs.
BELGRADE—Russian Com around It are pulling equally in
Court, Mayfield, according to the drunkenness, and one for driving wife, Elizabeth; his sons, Hugo
Chicago, Ill , Mames ((Linda Dickerson, and
of
l'harpe
Jack
and
her
Sykes,
Mrs.
but
David
Jr.,
and
and
Sterling,
his
unist Party leader Leonid I several directions so wt
report published in the Mayfield while intoxicated, according to
daughter, Martha, now Mrs. parents are Mr. and Mrs. Dick tout step grandchildren, and one Steve Given, three great
rezhnev flew to Hungary couldn't even hazard a gums at
Messenger on Thursday.
the citation reports
grandchildren
Sykes of Murray.
Mario Pesaresi.
niece.
y after concluding a three- a projected track"

Four Traffic Collisions Occur Murray High
In City; One Person Is Injured

Mrs. Marine
Passes Away

Griffith, Monzon
Square Off Tonight

Unique Uniforms
For MSU's Band

Rites Are Today

For Mrs. Lawrence

Youth Groups To
Meet This Sunday

Hugo Black

Funeral Is Today
For Clifton Harrell

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

World News In Brief .. .

Rites Are Monday
For Mose Pearson

•
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Mrs. Annie Lee Wyatt
Concord sends in a Swee
that weighed four pow
nine ounces. This rnonste
and one-half inches lc
measured 15 inches arm
Wyatt said Mrs. Wyatt ca
grow things and this
Potato just grew this tar

Then Milburn Holland
North 12th . Street- brin
Sweet Potato vine in blot
says he never saw one a)
late before.

Here's part of an edito
read the other day
rebellious kids running wi
home. The editor came
conclusions:
"One is that rebellious
people who think runnini
from home will solve,,,S.
problems are sadly
sometimes tragically rni
"The other fs that parer
are so concerned about pr.:
the material comforts
might better be goncernec
whether they're giving en(
themselves to their childr
OK folks, let's All b
readership survey and let
it..Pow...we really want to

While looking over a Sh
of ground over the weekenc
specific a part of our flow(
a large worm came cr
along. Earthworms u
crawl around under the g
but for some reason this cot
moving overland. He wool
been a fair target for a bi
apparently he was willing t
his chances.

Keenest du.* out is a
made by Diastsa,the saw p
It's a clipper with a fairly:
head on it that works like a
clipper. )nly it this case i
the end of a handle about a
as a walking stick. Ru
electricity. You trim a
trees with it, along walks, r
the house. When you finis!
plug in the electricity again
recharges the battery?. Just
it plugged in when you w
using it, and then when yo'
to do some trimming, unp
and away you go.
This does away with be
stooping fooling with recalc
hand powered shears, en
wonderful adjunct to any
man's tools.
ATE out at Captain's Ki
Sunday night and spotted M
Mrs. Byron Forbus and Dr
Mrs. Sam Bell.
The last steaks we grill
the grill that Wayne Doran
for us. we added a sprinl
lemon juice just for the heci
it.
Wife fixed a salad that
spectacular
Baked pot
rounded out this goun
delight.
Fellow says he does not wi
be a millionaire, he just wa
live like one.
The world is what we ma
OAKS CLUB ,
The regular ladles day gol
be held at the Oaks Country
on Wednesday with tio
Weaver as hostess. Pairing:
be made at the teee.

nussinmari
The Weathc
Kentucky - Widely scat
showers and thundershe
mainly in the afternoon
evening today and Tue:
Partly cloudy and warmer
and Tuesday with highs Tip
in the upper 70s to mid-80s.
tonight upper 50s and 60s.
EXTENDED OUTLOO
Kentucky: The _:exte
weather outlook Wedne
through Friday is, far
cloudy skies and warm
nesday and Thursday, beer
cooler Friday.

